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This thesis seeks to position 
‘guerrilla architecture’ as 
an alternative approach to 
conventional architectural 
practice, in an attempt to shift 
architecture to be more inclusive 
and collaborative, less exclusive 
and prescribed. It looks to build 
upon the understanding of key 
questions: ‘how to be a guerrilla 
architect? ’and ‘how to do guerrilla 
architecture?’. More specifically, 
this research project seeks to 
understand how guerrilla tactics 
such as temporary architecture, 
can be used to transform existing 
urban spaces into true public 
spaces which invite collaboration 
and sharing, using the idea of 
‘commoning.’ 

Employing an auto-ethnographic 
form of qualitative methodology, 
this research aims to develop a 
more democratic architectural 
process. Using the city of 
Wellington as the testing ground, 
selected urban spaces are 
activated by employing guerilla 
tactics through a series of 
experiments. Wellington was 
selected as it lacks well-utilised 
shared spaces where people can 
socialise, connect and engage 
through shaping their environment.

The guerrilla strategies use urban 
commoning, an ever-developing 
collaborative process of social 
practices, to temporarily transform 
underutilised public spaces in 
Wellington. 
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These social practices, such as 
dancing, art and commensality 
(the act of eating together), were 
used as activators to empower 
people to revitalise public space in 
a collaborative and inclusive way. 
The guerrilla method included 
D-I-Y performance interventions 
to construct temporary situations. 
Each experiment was recorded 
through observations, videos, 
photographs, drawing, reflexive 
learning and doing, and 
conversations with participants 
and collaborators. 

This project draws upon 
contemporary discourse 
questioning the role of the 
architect, and architecture’s 
engagement and relationship 
with activism and social justice. 
The research aims to add to 
the growing body of knowledge 
which shifts the practice of the 
architect and architecture from 
the traditional and conventional 
‘starchitects’ and ‘starchitecture’, 
which can be seen at one extreme 
end of the spectrum, to a more 
collective, democratic and feminist 
approach. Faced with ever 
increasing inequality, privatization 
of urban space, and environmental 
degradation, reinventing the role 
of the architect is critical to be 
able to respond to these important 
challenges.
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Guerrilla tactics 
transform 
public spaces 
into urban 
commoning 
spaces?



Throughout reading this thesis I  ask 

you to wear  and look  through a 

Guerrilla mask . This encourages 

you to view space through a lens 

of contemporary architectural 

critique . Question  the norms of 

architecture and turn a critical eye 

to public space . 

Re -evaluate  existing space  in 

relation to inclusion  and equality 

in our cities .

All unreferenced images produced by the author.
Note:
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As a female student about to 
graduate, my interest is in exploring 
what my role as an architect 
can be. Through my studies at 
Victoria University, I came to the 
realisation that I do not share the 
classic values, identity or look of 
an industry that caters mostly for 
the privileged and stuck in the 
capitalist attitude of architecture 
as a product.

I have to admit that this 
architectural programme has 
been a tough experience for 
me. Through my undergraduate 
years I found it selfishly satisfying 
at times, but the individual and 
competitive approach made me 
feel increasingly disconnected. 
Designing the classic art gallery 
building and museum, with 
the pretty images along side, 
complemented my rising ego. I 
started to become aware of this 
when I left to do an exchange 
programme in Italy in my third 
year. There I immersed myself in 
the stimulating social aspect of 
urban life, from the people to the 
piazzas, developing an interest 
in urban public space strongly 
present there in everyday life. Even 
though traditional Italian public 
spaces encourage inclusivity, 
they do not erase the prejudice 
towards non-Italian immigrants 
that exists there.

I was lucky enough to make a 
friend from Georgia who was also 
on an exchange to share an urban 
design project with. 
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We became great friends while 
working on a studio project in 
a poor suburb next to a railway 
station in Reggio Emilia with a 
high proportion of immigrants. 
Being both foreigners to Italy 
we were shocked by the racism 
and spatial segregation present 
there. Realising the paradox 
of the isolated outsider, almost 
unconsciously led to taking a 
political approach and process. 
This was our first time taking 
a non-traditional approach to 
architecture. We ended up visiting 
the suburb often, taking videos, 
writing poems and making art. In 
the end, being outsiders and not 
knowing enough about the context, 
people and place, we focused 
more on the process of social and 
spatial integration rather than on 
designing a building. Even though 
our project was very unfinished 
and had a much more playful and 
fluid outcome, we were satisfied 
by how we had pushed the project 
boundaries and our own skills.

From this point onwards I have 
been experimenting with a 
different approach to architecture. 
These and other experiences, 
for example, attending an Urban 
Commons Summer School 
and Symposium in Pavia 2019, 
motivated me to tackle my 
Masters with a democratic view 
towards architecture and space. 
I started realising how exciting 
and stimulating architecture can 
be when intertwining contextual, 
political and social layers in a 
public realm. I had discovered 
what seemed to be a secret door 
to another type of architecture.   

Fig 1.  Reggio Emilia Project - The City that Celebrates Diversity
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There is in current discourse 
a growing consensus that 
architecture is a failing 
practice, where the role of 
the architect is discussed, 
critiqued and challenged. What 
are architecture’s values and 
priorities in today’s society? Can 
you be a practising architect 
if your aim is not to design 
buildings? Rather than trying 
to change architecture and 
compete with the architectural 
stereotype, people have started 
to do to architecture differently. 

Internationally, there are 
numerous activists, collectives, 
community groups, designers, 
architects and urbanists who are 
actively shifting architecture to 
democratise the city. From the 
Guerrilla Girls, who provoked, 
challenged and shifted the art 
world to be more inclusive, to 
collective practices such as the 
Guerilla Architects* in Berlin and 
Gap Filler in Christchurch, these 
groups demand a more inclusive 
and democratic approach 
to urban space. The various 
examples exhibit different 
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Guerrilla tactics to challenge the 
idea of permanence, temporality, 
and the expensive practices and 
end products of conventional 
architectural practice. The 
Guerrilla approach instead 
uses a more do-it-yourself, 
affordable and temporary tactic 
to transform public spaces into 
more inclusive, bottom-up and 
equitable ones.

The overarching theory of the 
urban commons is a popular 
interdisciplinary practice which 
questions current governance 
and power imbalances and 
sees the city as an opportunity 
to share resources through 
everyday acts of collaborative 
creation. Positioning the idea of 
the urban commons in relation 
to architecture challenges the 
current privatisation of land, top-
down and hierarchal systems 
of managing and controlling 
it. This research draws on 
many examples of urban 
commons around the world that 
demonstrate the potential and 
opportunity of inclusive urban 
space.

  

This section will discuss the 
contemporary social and 
political background against 
which this research is set. 
Globalisation has transformed 
‘the city’ to accommodate and 
prioritise consumerism, which 
has increased a culture of 
individualism and privatisation, 
isolating minorities and pushing 
the poor out of urban spaces. 
Currently the traditional 
architectural profession 
participates in the privatisation of 
the city. This research highlights 
how Guerrilla architectural 
practice understands the 
city as an opportunity to help 
democratise society through 
a focus on urban commons, 
shared resources, and inclusive 
social practices. 

Investigating a shift in the role 
of architects and architectural 
practice around the world and New 
Zealand, this research highlights 
current activists, architects, 
designers and urbanists who 
are using architectural skill 
sets and guerrilla processes 
through innovative initiatives 
are establishing new practices 
to challenge the status quo and 
democratise urban space. This 
investigation is redefining the 
role of the architect, through 
discovering how to be a Guerrilla 
architect and do Guerrilla 
architecture.
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and informed by urban common 
theory, my research asks: 
how can an alternative form of 
architectural practice actively 
take part in reclaiming urban 
space today? For example, 
how can a student like myself 
adapt my architectural skills 
and thinking to participate in 
the democratisation of the city? 
The focus is on reclaiming urban 
spaces through a more flexible 
and do-it-yourself architectural 
approach to encourage 
collaboration, affordability and 
inclusivity, making urban space 
approachable, understandable 
and useful for everyone. 

The larger problem in the 
privatisation of the city is that it 
becomes an exclusive space for 
many citizens. At a time where 
there is an increase in racism, 
political tensions, economic 
disparity, inequality and 
environmental and sustainability 
issues, citizens, including the 
architectural profession, need to 
shift and reorientate their values 
to do their part and respond to 
these issues. In other words, 
the problems can be seen as 
opportunities to change the way 
cities are governed, and at the 
same time, we can look at how 
architecture might change.

*Guerilla Architects Collective is spelt with one r. 
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The contemporary focus of 
architecture on commodified 
building ‘products’ limits 
architecture’s ability to provide 
inclusive spaces for people to 
connect and socialise within our 
city. This results in architecture 
accommodating only the needs 
of wealthy private and civic 
clients which are not accessible 
to all in our society. This in turn 
creates power imbalances and 
spatial boundaries. Wellington’s 
existing urban spaces lack 
architectural intent, process 
and design for inclusion and 
connection.  

The social context of this 
research is Põneke Wellington, 
New Zealand, where the city 
is increasingly privatised and 
gentrified, simultaneously 
facing a housing crisis and 
experiencing a drastic increase 
in mental health problems. 
The city remains a complex 
postcolonial, predominantly 
white/Pākehā (non-Māori) 
society, with power imbalances. 
Põneke lacks urban common 
spaces for people to freely 
connect, socialise and feel 

welcome. Current conventional 
architecture seems to lack 
participation in creating non-for-
profit shared civic spaces. How 
can the process of architecture, 
creating shared urban spaces, 
empower everyday citizens to 
be a part in shaping their city? 

Transcending class or ethnic 
divides by creating inclusive 
spaces is still an area which 
needs more understanding 
in architecture. Architectural 
practice lacks processes for 
inclusivity, connectivity and 
collaboration with ordinary 
people. Wellington does not 
have many spaces which 
empower people to make their 
own decisions and use spaces 
for connection and to socialise 
freely, both at any time and 
without cost.  

Fig 2.  Private/Public Comic 
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Aims

Challenge and question 
the privatisation of the 
city through Guerrilla 
architectural practice.

1:

2:

3:
Encourage the adaption 
of Guerrilla tactics within 
architectural practice.

Explore a different 
approach to architecture 
to democratise the city, 
prioritising process, 
collaboration and inclusivity.

objectives

Explore the character of a 
Guerrilla architect – How can 
you be a Guerrilla architect?

Transform existing spatial 
urban tensions and desires to 
spatial opportunities for shared 
creative collaboration – How 
can Guerrilla architecture use 
existing problems and tensions 
as a way to create shared urban 
spaces?

Investigate the practice of 
Guerrilla architecture – How can 
you do Guerrilla architecture?

Experiment the notions of 
Guerrilla architecture in existing 
urban space in Wellington – 
What happens if we use Guerrilla 
architecture in the city?

Test several social activities 
as spatial activators to create 
urban commons in Wellington 
– To collaboratively design 
and develop an alternative 
architectural practice that can 
help bridge social, political and 
cultural barriers.

architect

The architectural profession and practice in Wellington, New 
Zealand has many opportunities to learn from the international 
conversation of Guerrilla architecture and urban commons 
practice to explore what is means to be a Guerrilla architect 
in Wellington city. How can architecture stimulate change by 
bridging social barriers, encourage connections and sharing in 
our current urban spaces. How can an architect question their 
role in our society and support people’s needs in the public 
realm?
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METHOD - 

Creative collaboration, intervention, 
observation, performance and 
relationships are methods I have 
used to create Guerrilla situations 
during my masters research. I 
used these methods as a way to 
explore an ‘architecture’ focused on 
democratising public space through 
urban commoning. Rather than me 
predicting and designing what shared 
space could be, the project attempts 
to engage and be driven by people, 
collaboration, creating relationships 
through the action of social practices 
in urban spaces. My goal is to listen, 
interpret and collaboratively design in 
order to develop a process that could 
be useful to help bridge social, political 
and cultural barriers. I use experience 
and observations to create firsthand 
experimental accounts of what urban 
space could be like in Wellington using 
Guerrilla tactics.

The method of building relationships 
with people in the community as a central 
principle in the practice of architecture, 
reorientates the importance of context 
and inclusivity through a collaborative 
research approach. “Participatory 
action research (PAR) as a potential 
systematic framework for enabling 
bottom up knowledge building through 
design actions and reflections between 
students, potential users and social-
spatial context” (Pak, 2016, p.1). 

My Guerrilla methods completely 
shifted my ideas in relation to 
designing and architectural practice 
and moved me away from the 
traditional ‘architect knows best’, 

conceptual sketching, model making 
and computer designs to working with 
people in space and acting in space. 
People, social practices and the 
‘performance’ in public space became 
my primary medium. The method 
became a developing process of 
interactions and relationships between 
people and space to speculate and 
build the persona of the Guerrilla 
Architect. Through this practice-
based Masters, I have learned how 
powerfully my lived experiences and 
action impact my research. I take an 
auto-ethnographic form of qualitative 
research approach, which uses a 
researcher’s personal experience to 
“describe and critique cultural beliefs, 
practices, and experiences. [The 
method] acknowledges and values a 
researcher’s relationships with others... 
and shows people in the process of 
figuring out what to do, how to live, and 
the meaning of their struggles” (Adams, 
Jones, & Ellis, 2015, p. 9). Throughout 
the process I drew from my lived 
experiences of commoning, before 
and during the research, to inform a 
series of experiments investigating 
temporary democratisation of public 
space explored in Chapter 5, which 
involved substantial participation 
from participants. Through creative 
collaboration and interaction I was able 
to reflect and observe how to create 
the developing process of temporary 
urban commoning. “Social life is messy, 
uncertain, and emotional. If our desire 
is to research social life, then we must 
embrace a research method that, to the 
best of its/our ability, acknowledges 
and accommodates mess and chaos, 
uncertainty and emotion” (Adams, 
Jones, & Ellis, 2015, p. 9).

Auto-ethnography Form of Qualitative Research

Collaborators - The actors, artists and/or dancers I collaborate with when 
developing a Guerrilla Experiment.
Visitors - These are the people who actively engage with the collaborators 
within the Guerrilla Experiment.
Bystanders - These are the people who observe the experiment from a distance.

Creative Collaboration:

Zines were used as a more accessible vehicle to describe the Guerrilla approach 
and process.

Creative collaboration plays an important role in creating the experiments. Urban 
commoning is made through collaboration, process and social practices and 
can be considered one of the most important methods in creation of democratic 
space. 

Social Practice experiments:
The experiments are created with a focus on a social practice based around the 
collaborators, visitors and bystanders through either commensality (the act of 
collaborative eating), dancing or art. The interventions aimed to help understand 
shared potentialities in existing urban spaces. The experiments created as urban 
temporary interventions allowing opportunities to democratise space in everyday 
ways. The point of the experiments was to engage with people in existing urban 
spaces developing a more inclusive approach to architectural process.

Active Observation:
During these experiments I am an active observer through being a participator; 
observing, watching and analysing people’s interactions as well as my own. 
Being a part of the action is crucial for me to research how to be Guerrilla 
Architect and do Guerrilla Architecture rather than assume and be an outsider. 

Relationships:
Building genuine relationships with people before, during and after the 
experiments throughout the year of research was another central method of 
forming a Guerrilla Architect.

Film & Photography: 
Short film clips, montages and photographs were a means to record and 
demonstrate the process. 

Zine making:



G U E R R I L L A
GIRLS

Fig 3.  Guerrilla Girls Photograph
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This chapter explores and challenges the persona 
of the conventional architect through taking 
the perspective of a Guerrilla Girl. The section 
investigates the Guerrilla Girls approach along 
with other female artists who call for inclusivity. 
Furthermore the chapter helps to set the scene 
of my own Guerrilla architect formation, and 
documents my first experiments taking the character 
of a Guerrilla Girl inside Victoria University of 
Wellington Faculty of Architecture and Design.

C h a pt e r  D e s c r i pt i o n :

Being a young female and a soon 
to be architectural graduate in a 
profession that is currently still male 
dominated and rigid in its thinking, 
I found it crucial to be confident and 
take possession of the architect I want 
to be. In combination with my own 
experience studying and working in the 
architectural profession I can concur 
with Allison Arieff (2018) when she 
says “women are underrepresented in 
architecture not just at the top of the 
field but at all levels of practice.” – and 
states it plainly that – “men are still the 
face of the profession. Architecture 
needs to look like the world it serves 
– and that’s everybody”. Even 
though women account for half of the 
graduates from architecture programs, 
a recent survey of the field carried out in 
America uncovered that there are only 
20 percent licensed women architects 
and 17 percent principals or partners 
in architecture firms (Arieff, 2018).

In our discipline, what we celebrate 
often involves large, high-tech 
buildings such as skyscrapers and 
museums designed by architects 
such as Frank Gehry, Norman Foster 
and Bjarke Ingels, who are setting the 
principals of success and also limiting 
what architecture can be. Redefining 
this identity as well as expanding 
what is recognised as successful 
architecture, is crucial for diversifying 
and as Arieff (2018) emphasises the 
“key to greater equality of opportunity”. 

Rather than trying to fit in and adapt into 
a role that I did not feel comfortable in, 
I was interested in discovering people 
who are working to redefine the role of 
the architect. I was determined to find 
an architecture that breaks away from 
the traditional stereotype and discover 
a practice that welcomes inclusivity 
and diversity. I am also interested in 
a form of practice that is progressive 
and critical, and reorients architecture 
toward social activism. The focus of 
this practice might include low-income 
housing, and questions of public 
space, for example.

I started to explore artists who 
provoked a shift in the art discipline, 
who are actively questioning their 
professional identity and conventional 
processes through the lens of 
feminism. Art seemed to be a good 
place to begin because of the more 
critical and questioning attitude in this 
field, in contrast to the conservatism 
of the current architectural profession. 
I looked into artists who explore the 
themes of inclusivity, identity and 
practice to discover and learn from. 
Through my research I was able to pin 
point similar tactics they used: working 
collectively, playfully, experimentally 
and with humour.

architect persona

challenging the
conventional

Women in Architecture:

Fig 4.  Le Corbusier Architect Persona Illustration
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I’m the person who
 designs buildings.

definition of the 

architect

What sort of clothes do we wear?

How do we walk and talk?

Do we wear colour? 

Can we be feminine?

Can an architect be caught dancing?

architect?
persona of

Let’s start by looking at the persona

 of the architect.

Fig 5.  Women in Architecture Illustration
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The Guerrilla Girls, a group of feminist 
artists, critical of the art world for its 
corruption and discrimination, became 
a key precedent that initiated my 
new approach to the architectural 
profession. Calling themselves “The 
Conscience of the Art-world”, their 
intention is to bring art to people, 
critiquing and provoking the art world 
and being unforgettable (Guerrilla-
Girls, 2020). 

The Guerrilla Girls were a part of 
a larger movement of the second 
wave feminism in the 1970s in the 
United States calling for equality and 
“emphasising inclusion and a potential 
for more proportionate representation” 
(Chave, 2011, p. 103). In New York they 
questioned and provoked a shift in the 
skewed art exhibited in powerful and 
influential art galleries. The Guerrilla 
Girls uncovered and exhibited the one 
sided cultural art narrative that powerful 
art galleries were producing. They 
expressed the strong power that art 
can have on cultural movements. Their 
group’s goal was “more access…that’s 
our attitude about change, as opposed 
to breaking down the system” (Gablik, 

1994, p.43). The Guerrilla Girls were 
also highlighting the minority of artists 
of colour represented in the art field, as 
shown in one of their poster disclaimers 
in 1989 “You’re seeing less than half 
the picture without the vision of women 
artists and artists of colour” (Guerrilla 
Girls, 1995, p. 28-29). 

I was interested in understanding 
whether their Guerrilla method could 
help mould a different approach to 
inclusivity through architecture. 

Guerrilla girls
About the Guerrilla Girls:

The Guerrilla Girls explored 
discrimination in the art profession 
through using a language which 
connected to the ordinary people. A 
founding Guerrilla Girl (2008) recalls 
“We had to have a new image and a 
new kind of language to appeal to a 
younger generation of women”. Most 
famously, they began by creating 
posters unmasking the inequality in 
art galleries, questioning artists, art 
and how it was exhibited, publically 

Method & Action:

Fig 6.  Guerrilla Girls’ Poster
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critiquing and provoking the art world. 
“A lot of the things that the Guerrilla Girls 
did had been done by feminist groups 
earlier, but with different language and 
a different style” (Guerrilla Girls, 2008). 
The Guerrilla Girls (2008) used a “sly, 
sardonic humour” as stated “if you 
can laugh about something that is the 
most brilliant [ploy] because a laugh 
makes everybody feel a part of the 
inside joke”. Their graphics consisted 
of simply text or text and photos 
together, which had been central to 
conceptual art practices in the 1960s, 
essentially “branding” their group 
(Chave, 2011, p. 106). Another method 
they used was their gorilla masks. As 
Chave (2011, p. 105) describes, these 
were  “a playful use of masquerade” 
to maintain anonymity in public to the 
market gossip. “we wanted to keep the 
attention on the issues…we wanted the 
focus to be… not on our personalities 
or our own work” (Guerrilla Girls, 2008).

Producing over 90 posters, billboards, 
books, postcards and magazine 

projects, the Guerrilla Girls were 
intentionally bold, using humour as a 
tool to convey facts of discrimination, 
spreading the “f” word (feminism), 
showing that feminists can be funny. 
As Chave (2011, p. 111) notes, “The 
advances came in the form of a 
deepening and refining of discourses 
surrounding issues of identity, a 
development that helped newly 
entrench gender studies and identity 
politics within academia”.

Today the Guerrilla Girls continue their 
feminist journey through their website, 
videos, images and continue to do 
gigs, talks and workshops promoting 
feminism and social change and 
continuing provocative messages. 
“Often humorous approach geared 
to a general art public. That is how 
the collective’s members drew their 
improbably substantial audience: by 
acting as gadflies, raising their bluntly, 
wryly feminist voices, and tirelessly 
taking to the road and the streets” 
(Chave, 2011, p. 111).

Guerrilla girls g u e r r i l
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Fig 7.   Guerrilla Girls Instagram Screenshot

Other Groups and Artists: 
Alongside the Guerrilla Girls, other 
women who inspired me to explore 
identity and inclusivity included, Adele 
Varcoe, Sarah Lucas and Elizabeth 
Grosz. They critique and observe the 
complex messages conveyed between 
identity and perception and play with 
humour, performance and feminism.
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      Fig 8.   Guerrilla Girls Poster Collage
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I combined the Guerrilla Girls’ method alongside other artists’ 
performances to mould my own Guerrilla architect persona. 
This became a starting platform for my further investigation 
of Guerrilla Architecture.
This research developed five main points to help guide the 
shaping of the different approach:

Do not be afraid to challenge what you think is unjust.

From these principles, I developed an experimental series of 
activities.

• Work as a collective – 

• Be playful – 

• Sense of humour – 

• Break away from the stereotype – 

• Responsive – 

Research Title Concepts Inspired by the Guerrilla Girls 

guerrilla experiments

• Be provocative – 

Be open to work with other people from different disciplines 
and share approaches.

Playfulness allows you to make mistakes and learn from them.

Will help you connect with everyone.

To discover what’s missing.

Responding to immediate political, social and cultural situations.



GET NAKED

This is where I tell the reader to be conscious of their bias and role in society. 

Now let’s leave our egos and bias behind. Take off our ridged architecture glasses. 

Let’s start by looking at the persona of the architect. The skin, fashion and body of the 
architect. What sort of clothes do they wear? How do they walk and talk? Do they wear 
colour? Can they look and act in a feminine manner? Can an architect be caught dancing?

39
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experiment 1experiment 1
The first experiment was an attempt to personify my own self-
expression and to question the stereotypical identity of the architect 
through a performative dance video. The video combined a taste 
for colour, movement, music, fashion and feminism. It asked: what if 
architecture was more playful, collective, humorous, provocative, and 
performative? 

Usually architecture is all about buildings as objects. In the video I 
challenged the medium of ‘building’ by using myself as a construction 
instead. In an existing domestic environment, I dressed up in 
stereotypical architectural outfits overlapping them with flamboyant 
and colourful ones, and then calling myself an architect.

the dancing architectthe dancing architect



The Architect Persona Video Stills
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How to be a Guerrilla
experiment 2
The next experiment tested what it would be like to take 
the persona of the ‘Guerrilla Girl’ and transform her into a 
‘Guerrilla Architect’. Using a similar method to challenge 
inclusivity in the architecture school, I used the Guerrilla 
Girls tactic of anonymity, humour and graphics through 
a series of curated posters. These were then discretely 
stuck in various locations around the campus to activate 
the process, engage with the ‘community’ and explore the 
boundaries of the representation of the architect within the 
University. 

The poster series played around with my body, photoshopped 
with gorilla mask on in playful and provocative poses, some 
showing more skin and others with drawings all using humour 
as a way to question and challenge the persona of the 
architect. At the same time as provoking, I was questioning 
and testing what the boundaries were within the university: 
what was seen as appropriate or inappropriate? The posters 
were stuck in popular places like the main staircase and pin-
boards, camouflaged with other posters, and also in more 
unexpected spaces. 

Poster  -  ‘Performing Architecture Guerrilla Style’ 1
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 Poster ‘Who Do You Work For?’ Poster  - ‘The Art of Adding More Shit to the World’ 
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Poster  -  ‘It’s the Architect!’ Poster - ‘Performing Architecture Guerrilla Style’ 2
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Poster - ‘Performing Architecture Guerrilla Style’ 3

Posters taped around the University.



can i question?

boundaries within architectural educational facilities 

can i be a femine?
can i dance?

what can I wear?

what is acceptable and what is isn't?
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posters
Some posters ended up staying and others disappeared. 
Interestingly the one with the more visible word “shit” and the 
one more skin showing were the ones removed. This raised 
the questions, what is seen to be too feminine, too playful or 
too provocative at the school? I started to ask myself, what 
does this mean within an architectural facility? In response 
I created some posters starting this conversation and stuck 
them up again. The quick and cheap poster series explored 
the aesthetic persona of what a Guerrilla Architect could 
look like. I started by provoking, making fun and questioning 
the traditional “masculine”, “sophisticated” and “serious” 
architect persona by using my own body as a way to explore 
a more “feminine”, “eccentric” and “playful” persona of what 
a Guerrilla Architect could look like. 
 

Victoria University magazine ‘Salient’ Cover Page of the month.
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Based on these posters, I translated the Guerrilla Girl 
philosophies into a zine, which breaks down the values 
of what it means to embody the persona of a Guerrilla 
architect. The aim of the zine was to use graphics in a 
playful way and as an accessible means of communicating 
how to be a Guerrilla architect. The intended audience 
were the architecture students and staff, although I did not 
end up distributing the zines, I found they were important 
at a personal level in helping to develop my ideas.
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reflection
These initial Guerrilla Girl experiments helped set the tone of the 
research and motivated further the investigation of a Guerrilla 
approach. Looking through the lens of different artists helped break 
away from the conventional role of the architect. I learned to start 
asking questions, be provocative as a student and to be proud to 
embody my new role as a Guerrilla architect. This exploration formed 
the next stepping-stone to start questioning and examining what 
Guerrilla architecture can be – asking who are the current Guerrilla 
architects, what are their processes and roles, how to they define 
architecture and what do they have in common?



GUERRILLA
ARCHITECTURE
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In this chapter I will explore architects, designers, 
artists and activists who are currently breaking 
disciplinary boundaries through alternative forms 
of architectural practice. I will be looking at three 
different interdisciplinary groups - Muf, Gap Filler 
and Guerilla Architects - by analysing, drawing 
contrasts or similarities regarding their philosophies, 
principles, practice and their approach to public and 
urban space. In particular this research will question 
and challenge how an alternative architectural 
practice can happen in Wellington, specifically in 
regards to shared urban space. The exploration of 
these shifting practices will help create a ‘Guerrilla’ 
architect framework to experiment with and 
follow throughout my experiments to democratise 
public space in Wellington’s current context. My 
contribution to this research is through taking certain 
elements of these practices and applying them 
to shifting architectural practice in the context of 
Aotearoa. I will be applying these practices through 
a series of urban commons experiments explored in 
Chapter 5.

C h a pt e r  D e s c r i pt i o n : There is an international movement 
about the need to ‘shift’ architectural 
practice, questioning the current role 
of ‘the architect’ and architecture’s 
responsibility for creating a more 
inclusive city. Our current neoliberal 
economy and conventionally 
designed cities continue to increase 
homelessness, gentrification and 
individualism, pushing the poor 
and minorities out of central urban 
spaces. How can the architectural 
profession change to address these 
problems? A common focus and 
a limitation in the profession is the 
traditional definition of the architect 
as “someone who designs buildings” 
(Till & Schneider, 2012, p. 38). This is 
important to challenge at a time where 
the profession of architecture is under 
threat and contemporary architects 
are finding themselves increasingly 
trapped producing buildings as 
commodity objects and adding to the 
cycle of consumerism (Lorne, 2017). 
This tension has resulted in a group of 
architects, activists and designers who 
want to break through the out-dated 
boundaries of architectural practice 
and expand the roles they play in 
making our cities. 

Rather than making changes within 
traditional architectural practice, this 
group has decided to explore entirely 
new ways of being architects and doing 
architecture. To keep up with current 
contextual urban issues architects, 
designers, artists and activists have 

come together and established new 
ways to practice and different titles to 
describe what they do. One example 
of this is the concept of architects 
as ‘spatial agents’ (Till & Schneider, 
2012, p. 270), defining themselves as 
“architects working beyond buildings” 
(Till & Schneider, 2012, p. 268). The 
move from the term ‘architectural’ 
allows for more ‘spatial’ possibilities, 
however, not abandoning the skills and 
way of thinking that goes into the design 
and production of buildings, instead 
“argu[ing] that they can be deployed 
and developed in other settings as 
well.” (Till & Schneider, 2012, p. 28). 
The expanded form of practice as 
‘spatial agency’ introduces a more 
contemporary role for architects who 
reorientate their attention to context 
and process rather than building. 
This allows for alternative and new 
opportunities for architects to reclaim 
their role as citizen translators in our 
built environment. 

Liz Ogbu is an example of such an 
architect. She calls herself a “designer, 
social innovator and urbanist” (Arieff, 
2008). “In many ways, architecture is 
a profession that has been the epitome 
of the dominant white patriarchy, from 
most of the celebrated starchitects 
to the all too frequent obsession with 
buildings that are better known for the 
beauty of the object than the quality 
of life that they enable. I’m black and 
female; my existence is the exact 
opposite of that system. So perhaps it 

CONVERSATION
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is no accident that as I’ve built my own 
path in this field, I’ve been committed 
to a design practice that is rooted in 
elevating the stories of those who have 
most often been neglected or silenced” 
(Arieff, 2008).

Another important idea to understand 
in this context is the breaking away 
from the traditional understanding of 
‘architecture’ as a building. The issue 
with the expression and understanding 
of the word “tends to priorities aspects 
associated with the static properties of 
objects: the visual, the technical, and 
the atemporal” (Till & Schneider, 2012, 
p. 27). Rather than understanding 
architecture as something rigid 
and as a noun, this shift talks about 
architecture as an active experimental 
process, architecture as a verb (Jacobs 
& Merriman, 2011). Consequently, this 
approach has a different architectural 
outcome, where architecture can be 
‘invisible’. 

“These are often invisible acts and 
so against the standard architectural 
value system that privileges the 
visual…emerging conditions of 
scarcity demand a shift in architectural 
priorities and introduce new ways of 
spatial thinking and different skills. 
The invisible agents of scarcity 
define themselves not through how 
their products look, but through the 
performance of the processes they 
have initiated” (Till & Schneider, 2012, 
p. 39).

A supporting argument is the 
unsustainability of the profession, 
in which “Architects are [seen as] 
agents for the adding of more stuff 
to the world, acting at the end of a 
chain of extraction that draws raw 
materials from the earth and turns 
them into the largest objects” (Till & 
Schneider, 2012, p. 38). Jeremy Till 
and Tatjana Schneider argue the need 
for an architectural shift in production. 
Highlighting the need for this new way 
of practicing, Nishat Awan, Till and 
Schneider (2012, p. 269) argue that 
architecture has “failed to engage with 
the growing body of socially-orientated, 
politically-motivated architects who 
go significantly beyond the designing 
of material objects”. Lorne (2017, p. 
270) further states that “architecture 
as a profession [is] under threat. This 
is to emphasize that architects are not 
as powerful as often presumed, but 
also to focus upon those who situate 
their practices within such uncertainty 
rather than deny it through a retreat to 
abstract form-making” (Lorne, 2017, 
p. 270). The result is an architectural 
practice which reflects and responds 
to political, cultural and societal 
situations, taking a moral position with 
the aim to improve humanity, the world 
and life. 

CONVERSATION

Fig 9.  Liz Ogbu - Creating Impact by Design 
Fig 10.  Spatial Agency Book Cover
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In the context of Aotearoa New Zealand, 
the shift in the architectural profession 
for a more inclusive and progressive 
practice is in current conversation 
especially in regards to the inclusivity 
of Māori people and their culture and 
history. The recent covenant drawn 
up for the recognition of Te Tiriti O 
Waitangi (The Treaty of Waitangi) 
between Ngā Aho, Aotearoa’s National 
Network of Māori design professionals 
and the New Zealand Institute of 
Architects (NZIA) was signed in 2017. 
This is the first known document 
in the world between indigenous 
people and an institute of architects, 
which sets up a relationship that talks 
about respect for indigenous culture, 
history and education in the built 
environment of Aotearoa. Elisapeta 
Heta (Heta, 2017), a Māori architect, 
poet, artist, member of Architecture 
+ Women and Ngā Aho, playing an 
active role in this conversation says 
this covenant recognises the Treaty 
as the foundation of the country as 
an “empowering document for both 
people…This means further potential 
for the coming together of Māori 
people, Māori communities and Māori 
practitioners and their involvement with 

architects to create better cities for 
everyone”. The covenant has helped 
with starting conversations that people 
did not know how to have before. The 
built environment and architectural 
profession are now starting to 
acknowledge and engage with Māori 
history, culture and narratives of 
the place, steering away from Māori 
tokenism traditionally popular in New 
Zealand architecture. Architectural 
education is gradually starting to 
change by engaging students with 
mana whenua as well as lectures and 
students starting to ask questions 
and express interest towards Māori 
design process. (Heta, 2017). In this 
shift Heta states to “be comfortable 
with being uncomfortable because 
change doesn’t happen without 
some discomfort” (Spurr, 2019). The 
architectural shift to a more inclusive 
practice in New Zealand also means a 
cultural shift in practice and recognition 
of Māori people, culture and history.

AOTEAROA CONTEXT
PRACTICE SHIFT IN NEW ZEALAND

Fig 11.  Elisapeta Heta 
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In the next sections I will explore the 
makeup of the three different practices, 
beginning with the people who make 
up each practice, their gender, their 
different professional backgrounds 
and their interests in combination with 
how each practice came into fruition. 

Muf is a collective group of architects 
and artists based in London with similar 
interests and inspirations for the public 
realm. They embrace and cherish their 
individual differences “a collaboration 
is about difference, otherwise why 
bother?” (Shonfield, Dannatt, & Ainley, 
2001, p. 29). Their practice started 
in 1994, consisting of two architects, 
Juliet Bidgood and Liza Fior and an 
artist, Katherine Clarke, in regular 
collaboration with urban theorist, 
Katharine Shonfield. Muf was formed 
by women with the same interest and 
commitment to working in the public 
realm whilst critiquing the private realm 
“where ‘care’ and ‘feeling’ had been 
confined” (Shonfield et al. 2001, p. 29). 
They were strong supporters of flexible 
working practices to allow for childcare 
responsibilities and external teaching 
commitments. The interdisciplinary 
group started from the idea of exploring 
what it means to be women practising 
architecture together, creating their 
own subjective identities, talking about 
how one can still be a woman and be 
an architect. 

“It was a sense of not wishing to be 
confined by either a single space or a 
single discipline that led me to study 
architecture. Paradoxically it has been 
the struggle to locate myself - to find 
a place for myself - in the profession 
that has defined my experience of 
being an architect. To be part of muf 
was important to me because maybe 
through our shared desires we could 
make a space to be women practicing 
architecture, one where the ill-fitting, 
traditional boundaries of the profession 
could be kept at bay” (Shonfield et al. 
2001, p. 31).

Similarly to Muf, Guerilla Architects is 
another diverse group and collective 
of people, Anja Fritz, Silvia Gioberti, 
Tobias Hattendorff, Denica Indzova, 
Nike Kraft, Henriette Lütcke, Benedikt 
Stoll and Lucie Waschke, who together 
experiment with public space. This 
practice was founded in London in 
2012 through a more action and activist 
based experiment in a squatting 
context, influenced by the Guerrilla 
Girls’ way of ‘Guerrilla’ methods 
explored in the previous chapter. Their 
founding project (Hidden Borough, 
2012) challenged the real estate market 
in London through performances in 
public space. Through occupying an 
abandoned warehouse they were able 
to transform the private space into 
an accessible public one, creating 

SOCIAL PRACTICES

awareness as their starting point. 
Through this collaborative and active 
experience they continued to question 
political, legal, architectural and 
urban spaces. Now the established 
international collaboration is based in 
Berlin focusing on “societal constraints 
and subversive architectural 
transformations” (Fritz, et al., 2020).

Gap Filler, however, is a practice 
started by co-founders Ryan Reynolds 
and Chloe Waretini as an experimental 
collaborative community project in 
response to the 2011 earthquakes in 
Christchurch, New Zealand. Through 
this natural disaster, an opportunity 
was created for people within the 

community from different professional 
backgrounds to come and work 
together and take a different approach 
to making public space, focusing on 
a more collective and D-I-Y process 
(Reynolds & Waretini, 2020). Like 
Guerilla Architects, Gap Filler started 
out from an experimental and temporal 
platform to bring life back to the central 
city to recreate spaces from common 
interests and involvement. Since 
then, the practice has evolved into an 
‘urban creative regeneration initiative’ 
consisting of artists, architects, 
landscape architects, designers, 
environmental and event managers 
and more. 

Fig 12.  Muf Collective
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Each practice, although starting 
from different initiatives and situated 
in different parts of the world, have 
supporting philosophies and values. 
The main values that all three practices 
share are:
• Collaboration & Relationships
• Participation
• Creative process
• Experimentation
• Resourcefulness 
Collaboration is the core foundation 
value of all the practices as it enables 
empathy and understanding, through 
the action of cooperation to find 
common interests with a democratic 
process. Guerilla Architects use 
collaboration as a tool to critique 
“societal constraints [with] subversive 
architectural transformations” (Fritz, 
et al., 2020). Muf states “the form of 
relationship I have experienced that has 
been the most creative and critically 
informative has been one which both 
myself and the other party, the architect, 
called collaboration” (Shonfield et al. 
2001, p. 29). Relationships are seen 
as a key value of the practices, taking 
many different forms. Traditionally 
relationships are seen to be 
fundamentally important, for example, 
maintaining a good relationship 
between architect, client and builder 
has always been acknowledged as an 
important value to realising a positive 
outcome. However, the approach of 
these shifting practices is to be totally 
inclusive to all relationships.

Participation means that the practices 
not only acknowledge the context they 
are working within, but also promote 
and encourage the community. 
The practices each understand 
participation not as asking and 
observing then delivering, but as 
assisting and working with people 
to get a sense of their passions and 
desires; creating unravelling further 
potential desires. There is not one 
right pathway for participation as each 
practice and project’s methodology 
differs, varying in scale and timing 
within a project. Gap Filler works by 
“assisting people to experience and 
participate in creative projects that 
shape the places where they live…
the public good: communities are 
strongest when working together for 
public benefit, social capital and a 
flourishing environment” (Reynolds & 
Waretini, 2020). While acknowledging 
participatory design has had its 
positive influence within conventional 
architectural practice, it takes a different 
form from the very formal, hierarchical 
and structured, with decisions often 
being taken by the architect.

The creative process is a value that 
each practice prioritises, shifting 
from the traditional glorification of 
the shiny architectural object to the 
understanding of architecture as a 
dynamic active process. The traditional 
architectural creative process can 
be portrayed as mysterious and 

PHILOSOPHIES & VALUES
exclusive. Muf argues against the idea 
that “the [creative] process cannot be 
understood by the uninitiated when it 
is something we all engage in every 
day of our lives” (Shonfield et al. 2001, 
p. 29). This different approach talks 
about the process as a shared creative 
one that people are welcomed and 
encouraged to be a part of.

Experimentation meaning that the 
practices shift from the traditional 
‘architect knows best’ notion and 
imposing solutions on people, to the 
philosophy of testing and taking risks 
to uncover the desires of the people 
they are working with. The idea of 
experimentation means that the 
practices are continuously challenging 
themselves to stretch boundaries and 
grow with an element of fun. Open to 
making mistakes and “acknowledging 
difference opens up a space to 
recognise what you don’t know, what 
you do know, and what you didn’t know 
you knew” (Shonfield et al. 2001, p. 29).
Resourcefulness is another value each 
practice follows successfully and has 
in common. Rather than creating new 
buildings or things with sustainable 
materials or methods, each practice 
sees the existing built environment 
as an opportunity for adaptability, re-
use, re-purpose and to ‘Guerrillafy’. 
Requiring “just minimal invasive 
interventions in order to give new 
meaning to former invisible spaces… 
on the untapped potential – the free 
resources – from the abundance and 
overproduction of urban society” (Fritz, 
et al., 2020). They are more interested 
in the small and detailed, rather than 
the big and glamorous. 

Gap Filler has an additional contextual 
value being Te Tiriti Waitangi, where 
the practice strives to honour the Treaty 
through their approach, relationships 
and projects. As mentioned previously, 
this is a relatively new value adopted 
within the New Zealand context. 
This demonstrates a start of Māori 
acknowledgement and inclusion within 
New Zealand architectural practices. 
“We believe in honouring the stories 
and histories of our places – Ōtautahi 
Christchurch and Aotearoa New 
Zealand. Many of our Gap Filler values 
and principles have been in practice 
for countless generations by tangata 
whenua. We still have much to learn” 
(Reynolds & Waretini, 2020). 
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Each practice has a strong common 
ambition and approach to rethinking 
public space. One of Muf’s mottos 
that sums this up nicely is “to make 
public space and to make space 
public” (Shonfield et al. 2001, p. 29). 
The practices challenge and question 
existing public spaces as to what 
‘public’ means and question for whom 
current public spaces are intended. 
The concept of public space intended 
for upholding democracy in the urban 
environment comes into play. Katherine 
Shonfield (2001, p. 28) articulates this 
beautifully:
“If democracy requires that we each 
have an equal relationship to one 
another, then the only place where we 
remain sufficiently free of definitions, 
unlike home or work, is the public 
realm. This is not to say that the public 
realm is anodyne and free of meaning, 
but it is the space where, more than in 
any other we are able to experience 
those unexpected encounters of 
momentary wellbeing that confirm for 
us the inclusive pleasure of being a 
citizen. Public space is the place of a 
lived experience of democracy.”
Muf’s primary approach to the public 
realm is creating attempts to expand 
the opportunity for different things 
to happen at the same time “It’s an 
attempt to bring a sense of largesse 
to the public realm… definitions of 
temporary or permanent become 
specious” (Shonfield et al. 2001, p. 13).

Being ‘guerilla’ is Guerilla Architects’ 
approach to the public realm, to “make 
use of grey areas in order to reinterpret 
spaces” (Fritz, et al., 2020). Being 
cheap, accessible and fast, finding the 
value in small interventions to make 
long-lasting impacts on political, legal, 
architectural and urban spaces.
Gap Filler follows Jane Jacobs’ idea of 
the city creating spaces that are actively 
bringing people together: “Cities have 
the capability of providing something 
for everybody, only because, and only 
when, they are created by everybody.” 
(Jacobs, 1961)

APPROACH TO THE
PUBLIC REALM & URBAN SPACE

"Public space 
is the place 
of a lived 
experience of 
democracy."
(Shonfield 2001, p. 28) 
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The way in which each group practices 
architecture, is an alternative to the 
more traditional rigid method to a 
more inclusive and flexible one. In 
summary, the three practices start by 
experimentation: they don’t necessarily 
start with a commission or a formal 
contract. This experimentation process 
can be through a series of different 
modes, such as, a research project, 
art installation or a walk through an 
area in which the project is being 
led. This initial process aims to get to 
know local people, existing insights 
and ideas of space through the eyes 
of the citizens involved. The practices 
allow for the different projects to evolve 
organically with the guidance from and 
in collaboration with citizens, other 
practices and the municipalities. Many 
of the projects from each practice 
tend to be temporal spatial exhibitions, 
installations, performances or active 
collaborate research ventures, which 
are often left with the idea of open 
growth and development. The informal, 
fun and ‘guerrilla’ methods tend to 
challenge the formal, restraints and 
limitations that are imbedded in the 
political, cultural and societal spatial 
situations in the urban public realm.
Below is a more specific break down of 
each practices’ methods:
Muf starts by exploring the context 
they are working with acknowledging 
they know far less than people of a 
community, similar to the Guerrilla Girls 
value of always seeing themselves as 
‘outsiders’ (discussed in the previous 

chapter). Many times this is done with a 
casual walk through the neighbourhood 
to engage with people, listen, observe 
and ask questions to try and find 
hidden clues beyond an existing brief. 
Next they work in collaboration with 
people who use the space, allowing 
them to create their own meaning. Muf 
encourages ambiguity; successful 
spaces are where differences can 
coexist, facilitating appropriation 
of public space. The engagement 
process continues throughout 
projects to develop something useful 
to the people using the space. Muf’s 
strategy involves making space for 
more than one (fragile) thing at a time, 
introducing life to public space. “The 
practice works with the public realm of 
architecture, addressing the spatial, 
social and economic infrastructures of 
the built environment” (Shonfield et al. 
2001, p. 17).

METHOD & WAY OF PRACTICE

Muf’s methodology is to work from the 
particular to the general, in opposition 
to the conventional one “of moving from 
general themes to particular instances” 
(Shonfield et al. 2001, p. 14). They have 
created their own formula: 
detail/strategy = DETAIL.
1 – The close interrogation of the up 
close and personal (detail)
2 – The extraction of what the personal 
can tell you about the general (strategy)
3 – The reformulation of the strategy 
in the here and now: a small-scale 
construction of a future ‘what if…’ 
detail. (Shonfield et al. 2001, p. 15).

Guerilla Architects methodology is to 
expose the unused treasures of the 
public realm and make them visible. 
They work in a mobile caravan office 
on site according to public parking 
regulations for a cost-effective working 
space. The collective looks at the city 
through a lens of “existing network[s] 
of different infrastructures that 
anyone can use” (Fritz, et al., 2020). 
Currently Guerilla Architects’ latest 
research, 1km² Berlin – Strategien der 
Spekulation, focuses on strategies of 
real estate speculation in Berlin. “They 
find facts and figures of the market 
and the resulting changes in the built 
space, they have been able to identify 
mechanisms and networks that are 

otherwise hidden to the public… They 
test the boundaries and production 
methods of various disciplines, work 
site-specifically, use performative 
actions in (public) space and immersive 
forms of urban exploration” (Fritz, et 
al., 2020).
Gap Filler’s way of practicing is 
explained through their name, filling the 
gaps in Christchurch’s city to empower 
people to reclaim abandoned or 
underused spaces. Their services have 
grown since their initial projects and 
they are now established as a place-
making service, including strategy and 
construction implementation. They 
collaborate with local and regional 
councils, developers, community 
groups and funding agencies to 
realise their larger scale projects. An 
interesting thing to mention is that 
through becoming more successful 
and well-known in Christchurch, they 
are noticing more restrictions. Many 
of Gap Fillers urban installations move 
around the city to different locations to 
encourage social reaction and inject 
points of fun.
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aim:
project:

practice: Gap Filler
Dance-O-Mat, Christchurch 
NZ, 2012 
To bring dance, life and energy 
back into disused urban spaces 
in response to the Christchurch 
earthquakes.

Gap Filler (Reynolds & Waretini, 2020) defines 
the Dance-O-Mat project as a ‘coin operated 
dance floor that anyone can use’ commissioned 
by Christchurch City Council. A coin-operated 
recycled washing machine powers four speakers 
surrounding a custom-built dance floor. The 
installation encourages people to bring their 
personal devices with a headphone jack, for 
example a phone or Ipod and plug it into the ex-
laundry machine and insert a gold coin to activate 
the dancing space. The original 2012 Dance-O-
Mat was located on a vacant site and has since 
occupied three different ‘gaps’ in urban city space. 
The Dance-O-Mat is used by various members of 
the public in different ways, such as all age discos, 
salsa and breakdance to local dance classes. The 
project is an example of architecture that engages 
with ordinary people to participate in reclaiming 
and shaping their own spaces in the city.

Description:

Fig 13.  Dance-O-Mat used by a ballerina
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urban grazing

m u f

aim:
project:

practice: MUF
Urban Grazing, 1998 South 
Shoreditch, London  
To investigate a public art strategy 
combined with the council’s 
cultural quarters regeneration 
policy.

The Urban Grazing project was part of an art 
strategy for Hoxton to explore and experiment with 
“visibility of art having value in an under-funded 
and contested public environment” (Shonfield et al. 
2001, p. 34). Six artist projects, including Muf’s by 
Katherine Clarke, were commissioned to research 
the locality of personal memory and reflect it in 
temporary exhibits in the neighbourhood.

Muf answered an advertisement for the design of 
a public art strategy for Hoxton in 1996. For the 
first 12 months they developed a framework for 
the project to experiment the value of art in an 
underfunded and challenged public area. Initial 
council meetings uncovered a combination of 
recent residents and long-time residents having 
historic narratives to the area. These ‘invisible’ 
memories and personal histories of people and 
the place evolved the platform to work from. Six 
artists, including themselves, interpreted these 
memories in form of temporary exhibits in the area. 

Urban Grazing was an installation by Katherine 
Clarke where residents of a Hackney residential 
block portrayed their desired place to live in the 
world. This developed into a 12-hour installation on 
an unused green space outside of the residence, 
which was transformed into a rural utopia through 
video monitors and live sheep. Later a party was 
held for the residents organised in a local pub 
where their desires of where they would like to live 
were documented and sent to council.

Description:

Fig 14.  Muf Book Cover
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Fig 15.  Muf Urban Grazing Project, South Shoreditch

Fig 16.  Other Artists Project, South Shoreditch
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fit & fun

g u e r i l l aarchitects
aim:

project:
practice: Guerilla Architects

Fit & Fun – Studio Laim, 
München-Laim, 2019
“How to connect people who 
might otherwise not have come 
together? How to activate people, 
that are not primarily interested in 
temporary artistic use for a visit at a 
neighborhood art project? And how 
to use an insolvent gym for urban 
research?” (Fritz, et al., 2020).

One of Guerilla Architects’ projects was a 
temporary 4-week gym to investigate the urban 
needs for the citizens of Laim. The buiding that 
was used was previously a gym needing minor 
spatial changes in order to create a space for 
sports courses to happen for the citizens of Laim. 
The gym offered a variety of different programmes 
such as, dance theatre, yoga and boxing. The 
programme was made and run by sports trainers 
of Laim to give them an opportunity to promote 
their sport programs.
When registering at the gym, the participants 
were to complete a questionnaire to answer 
questions about the urban needs and desires. The 
registration was free and the participants could 
go to the courses as often as she/he desired. 
There were also smoothies served at the bar to 
encourage talk and exchange.
There were about 200 questionnaires filled out 
with different recommendations which were 
summarised, documented and deposited ‘in a 
decisive position’ giving opportunity for further 
development in Laim.

Description:

Fig 17.  Guerilla Architect team at work.
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 Fig 20.  Fit & Fun Project - Boxing Class Fig 18.  Fit & Fun Project - Poster
 Fig 21.  Fit & Fun Project - Yoga Class Fig 19.  Fit & Fun Project - Temporary Changing Rooms
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MY STRATEGY

All three practices demonstrate shared similarities in philosophies 
of values, experimental and collaborative process, approach to 
urban space and public realm. By combining this knowledge, the 
investigation helped develop my own strategy and approach to 
Guerrilla architecture practice. The strategy involves adapting the 
alternative practice to the local context of Wellington and working 
with existing urban spaces and people, with what is at hand and 
re-adapting them as beneficial for everyone. 



URBAN SPACE

Alternative APPROACH 
TO 
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Using urban commoning theory and practice this 
chapter looks at alternative ways of approaching 
urban space as a way of doing Guerrilla architecture 
and explores the urban common practice employed 
by urban planners, architects, professors and 
collectives currently taking this approach or tactic 
to urban space. The cases selected consider 
space as dynamic relationships and emphasize 
the importance of social practices, collaboration, 
experimentation, process and playing an activism 
role. In combination with the analysis of Guerrilla 
Architecture (chapter 3), which focused on 
understanding ‘how to be a guerrilla architect?’, 
this analysis describes ‘how to do guerrilla 
architecture?’. This chapter has four sections:

C h a pt e r  D e s c r i pt i o n :

1

2

3

4

Section one focuses on the over arching theory 
of urban commons and how it sees the city as an 
opportunity to democratise existing urban spaces 
through the themes of governance and ownership, 
shared resources and social practices as a means 
of ‘commoning’. 
 
Section two looks at existing urban common tactics 
and case studies to explore pathways, which will 
later be used to develop Guerrilla methods. These 
strategies include: occupy urbanism, tactical 
urbanism and hybrid urbanism practices.
 
Section three explores the specific social practice 
of commensality, the act of eating together, as a 
temporary activator that can be used as a tool in 
Guerrilla architecture, supported by case studies.
 
Section four is a short summary of the main ideas.

C h a pt e r  s ec t i o n s :
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Common spaces are neither defined 
by public or private, but are spaces 
that make the users become the 
producers, emerging through 
common practice (Hou, 2010).  In 
response to the widespread rise in 
commercialisation and privatisation of 
the city, there is significant interest from 
architects, activists, designers, urban 
designers and resident groups that are 
investigating resistance strategies and 
finding ways to democratise the city. 
The most defining feature of the urban 
commons movement, is its recasting 
of urban spaces as opportunities of 
shared self-governing ones.
 
Leading this research is Stavros 
Stavrides an activist, architect and 
academic at the School of Architecture 
National Technical University of 
Athens, defines urban commons as 
a “developing and evolving process, 
not something for the future, but 
something that is already existing 
and in the past” (Stavrides, 2019). 
Stavrides believes that ‘commons’ can 
be used to respond not only to legal 
or economic inequalities or issues, but 
also with imbalances in power relations 
(Stavrides, 2019).

Stavrides (Stavrides, 2019) defines 
the urban common terms to help 
understand the theory:
- Commons – Non-commodified means 
of fulfilling people’s needs.
- Commoners – Community of people 
who share the commons define 
autonomously how to regulate access 
and use and ensure its preservation.
- Commoning – Social process that 
creates and reproduces the commons.

Some examples of urban commons 
include: the appropriation of privately 
owned and abandoned spaces for 
different uses - from play areas to 
Guerrilla gardens, experiments on 
everyday public spaces such as, 
squares or fields as commons, even 
if officially or privately owned. The 
increasing curiosity for urban commons 
has encouraged the shift towards 
Guerrilla tactics in architecture where 
activists, architects and designers 
have started to readopt bottom-up 
and do-it-yourself (DIY) methods to 
transform private and public spaces in 
the city into temporary spaces of urban 
commons (Iveson, 2013, p. 37).
 
In order to understand urban commons 
theory and practices, I have examined 
three themes: governance and 
ownership, shared resources, and 
social practices.

urban commons
theory & practice

 Fig 22.  Commons Space Book Cover

 Fig 23.  Stavros Stavrides 
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A key theme in urban commons is 
the importance of governance and 
land ownership within the city. Urban 
commons incites a sharing of power 
within the city, limiting the accumulation 
of power that follows a capitalistic 
approach to space. Rather than 
eliminating power altogether, urban 
commons aims to eliminate oppression 
within the city by using bottom-up 
governance models. Massimo De 
Angelis & David Harvie (2014, p. 
287) define the general meaning of 
the commons by the “social systems 
in which resources are shared by a 
community of users and producers, 
who also define the modes of use and 
production, distribution and circulation 
of these resources through democratic 
and horizontal forms of governance”. 
This allows for the commons to 
continually accommodate people 
who use and organise the space as 
well as allowing for newcomers and 
for development in relationships and 
new uses. Stavrides (2019) highlights 
that “deconstructing the existing 
power relations and governance 
systems for urban space imposed 
by capitalist governance systems 
may possibly become the motor of 
the potentialisation of space…[but]… 
this is something that is necessarily 
exposed to the messy contradictions 
of lived reality”.
 

It is important to acknowledge the 
differences between public and 
common space. The main difference is 
that public space is managed by the 
state or by a certain authority, where 
control is defined and forms of habits 
are being developed. Common space, 
however, is managed by the users 
who are the ‘producers’ of the space, 
which emerge through common 
practice. Urban commons is also 
different to communities, as common 
practice starts from openness, inviting 
‘outsiders’ in, whereas communities 
do not always invite newcomers 
(Stavrides, 2019). 

Originally public spaces in cities, for 
example squares and churches, acted 
as a ‘commons’ because people had 
traditional or democratic rights over it, 
and they used the spaces for all aspects 
of social, political and economic life. 
However, the privatisation of the city 
during the industrialisation period and 
more recently neoliberal capitalism 
with cities has resulted in a widely 
accepted withdrawal or diminishment 
of public space and its public uses. 
“Public space [is] being stealthily 
privatised and commodified; the 
historic freedoms of the agora and the 
piazza replaced by the patrolled and 
proscribed confines of the theme park 
and shopping mall.” (Slessor, 2014)

governance & ownership

Another key theme is that urban 
commons is an ever-evolving process 
– which can be called the practice 
of ‘commoning’. The idea is that 
space is continuously being shaped 
and changed and it is the “creative 
everydayness that produces common 
space… [it] can prefigure forms of 
social relations based on sharing, 
cooperation and solidarity” (Stavrides, 
2019). Seeing space not as something 
static, but a form of dynamic 
relations, Stravrides talks about the 
importance of experience and action 
of commoning as a verb. This supports 
a shift in architecture, where the focus 
is towards process and action rather 
than object. 
 
An important point is the idea of 
urban commons to open possibilities 
of potentiality in urban space, which 
keeps developing in contrast to 
communal or public space. For a 
space to be truly common, it needs to 

be able to expand, creating common 
ground establishing bridges to spatial, 
political and social barriers (Stavrides, 
2019). Ruivenkamp and Hilton (2017, 
p. 7) define a more contemporary 
and specific understanding of the 
commons as the “creation of new 
forms of society, as new collective 
practices of living, working, thinking, 
feeling and imagining that act against 
the contemporary capitalist forms of 
producing and consuming”.
 
Urban space is “continually [being] 
shaped and reshaped through a 
relentless clash of opposing social 
forces orientated, respectively, 
towards the exchange-value (profit-
orientated) and use-value (everyday 
life) dimensions of urban socio-spatial 
configurations. (Brenner, Marcuse & 
Mayer 2012, p.3) Seeing commoning 
as an ever-developing process of 
social practices happening in space 
that one can only experience through 
being and doing.

social practices
as process
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Urban commons can also be 
understood through using the 
spaces in the city as actively shared 
resources. Anna Hult and Karin 
Bradley (Hult & Bradley, 2017) 
highlight how local authorities can help 
provide opportunities for sharing, also 
known as collaborative consumption 
- “sharing amongst citizens of tools, 
spaces and practical skills”. This can 
be seen as a reaction and challenge to 
the current consumerist culture where 
citizens are separated and excluded 
from city governance. Collaborative 
consumption “contribute[s] to more 
resource-conscious and inclusive 
forms of urban living” (Hult & Bradley, 
2017). The urban commons alternative 
is sharing of design, togetherness 
and governance. The key idea of 
shared access to spaces and tools 

enables citizens to be active creative 
collaborators through “making 
and repairing” rather than passive 
consumers.  

Sharing resources and activities 
within urban space helps reduce the 
sense of alienation experienced in our 
capitalist system. Urban commons is 
the practice “through which space is 
created both as a good to be shared 
and as a medium that can give form 
to institutions of sharing” (Stavrides, 
2019).

shared resources
in the city

One example in Italy is the rising 
number and popularity of cultural 
centres. Cultural centres are usually 
illegal reclaimed urban spaces, 
such as abandoned buildings which 
groups within the community organise, 
separate from private enterprises. This 
alternative approach to organising 
urban space through collective and 
bottom-up governing allows for space 
to keep changing and evolving in 
time with communities contributing to 
democracy and social, political and 
cultural situations. Recreating common 
space through self-organisation and 
collaboration can be seen through a 
recent and famous example of Farm 
Cultural Park in Sicily, Italy. Farm Cultural 

Park transformed part of the semi-
abandoned city centre of Favara in 
2010, renovating several urban spaces 
through a mixture of collaborative art, 
architecture, performative exhibitions, 
workshops, cultural events and much 
more. This has developed into an 
inclusive ‘cultural centre’ and given life 
to an abandoned city centre. The main 
focus was to recreate a new way of life 
in this town which has one of Italy’s 
highest unemployment rates. Their 
approach to re-making inclusive and 
beautiful cities involves the central idea 
of active change - “They weren’t born 
as we see them today. Cities change 
because people make them change” 
(ANALOGIQUE, 2019, p. 1)

Urban commons
examples

 Fig 24.  Farm Cultural Park  - Kitagawara Urban Byobu Art Installation by Marco Imperadori  Fig 25.  Farm Cultural Park – From Hope to Enthusiasm  
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 Fig 26 & 27.  Farm Cultural Park Obey Project  Fig 28.  Farm Cultural Park – Stripes  by Marco Claude 
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Urban commons in the context of 
Aotearoa New Zealand holds both 
political and cultural value. As a part of 
Te Tiriti o Waitangi the control of land 
and its ownership and guardianship 
has been disputed by Māori, the 
original custodians of Aotearoa. 

The Treaty of Waitangi was signed in 
1840 to establish a bicultural nation 
between more than 500 Māori chiefs 
and the Crown. However, in current 
decades there has been an increasing 
desire for reform of the Treaty to 
address issues of power, ownership 
and guardianship inequalities (Jerram, 
2019). Indigenous voices and 
conversations questioning the right to 

land ownership and governance have 
come into public focus and continue a 
legacy of land protests and occupation, 
such as, Ihumātao (expanded in a 
case study in the next section).
 
It is important to emphasise that there 
is a perspective of ownership in New 
Zealand legislation that is very specific 
and capitalist. Not only does it have 
an impact on public access and use 
in contemporary New Zealand society, 
but historically and still today, it also 
oppresses and disempowers Māori 
and minority groups. Consequently the 
way that land is used and occupied 
has a tendency to exclude and alienate 
community constructs (Jerram, 2019). 

common space
importance in

aoteroa

c o m m u n i t y

Community Commons 
at Vogelmorn

commons

Wellington, NZ, 2014 

The Vogelmorn Community Group 
(VCG) charitable trust set up in 2015 
is one example of this. VCG led the 
transformation of a former suburban 
Bowls Club into a community commons 
in Vogelmorn Wellington. Sophie 
Jerram (2019, p. 1), a local community 
activist, PHD scholar in landscape 
and urbanism says the country is 
“currently undergoing spatial and legal 
transformation through the work of its 
largely white-skinned (pakeha, non-
māori New Zealander) neighbourhood 
in which the author is an embedded 
community member”. 
The process of this community 
commons involves a co-governance 
model with the existing owners 
(Wellington City Council) of the green 
space outside the former bowling 
club, which the community group 
care for. This co-governance model 
between community and municipal is 
given the term ‘hyper-local’ planning 
tactics by supporting the community’s 
makeover of space. “Hyper-local 
planning involves decision-making 
below the municipal level. The 
Vogelmorn project is considered as a 
benchmark in community participation 
for Wellington city, laudable for sharing 
common assets” (Jerram, 2019, p. 
1).  To maintain a non-hierarchical 
structure, the VCG incorporate a 
whanaungatanga approach where 
decision-making for the space 
progresses through the distribution of 
responsibilities hand in hand with two-
year participatory design workshops 
in the wider neighbourhood (Jerram, 
2019, p. 1).
The trust now owns the former bowling 
club and the land it sits on, which was 
previously managed and owned by 
the local community of bowlers. The 

VCG formed by a group of passionate 
and creative local people who have 
the similar ambition to create shared 
space within the community are a 
current model of community commons. 
The Bowling Club now hosts many 
different community events such 
as, dance performances, dinners, 
Wellington Fringe Festival, theatre 
shows, conferences, yoga sessions 
but most importantly creates a space 
for people to come together. The 
ambition is for the old clubrooms to 
become a common space welcoming 
all people. 
The group started in 2014, where 
some members attended a Wellington 
City Council community-driven 
consultation project with the aim of 
creating a vision of the wider suburb. 
During this project there was mutual 
understanding that there was no 
existing place for the community to 
assemble and meet. During this time, 
the Vogelmorn Bowling Club building 
was on sale. Rather than seeing this 
space turned into some sort of private 
development, the Charitable Trust of 
VCG was created and established a 
formal ownership of the building within 
the community. The spaces inside 
the building are available to rent to 
community groups and art practitioners 
for rehearsals, workshops, classes and 
other activities. VCG also organises 
their own events as well as co-hosting 
with individuals and groups. 
Jerram describes the case study in 
the following four ways: considering 
site, community relations, the tools of 
commoning, emergent principles and 
activities taking place. Below are short 
summaries describing them:

 Fig 29.  Voglemorn Community Commons, Front Entrance 
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Considering Site

Community Relations

The Tools of Commoning

Emergent Principles and 
Activities Taking Place

The aim of considering site is to 
understand the context and history in 
combination with the more conventional 
site considerations of weather, land, 
regulations etc. In this case study, the 
site was separated into three parts; a 
Hall built in 1926 owned by City Council, 
the Bowling Club building built in 1947 
and the green space outside owned 
by the Council and currently co-run 
with the community. 
The club building has several spaces 
including: performance, cooking and 
eating, meeting and socialising and 
a co-working space for 8 people. The 
Hall building is made of one room with 
a stage and a kitchen. The flatness of 
the land is unique in the mostly hilly 
neighbourhood, creating opportunities 
for social activities in the outside green 
area. 

Jerram (2019, p. 5) summaries New 
Zealand’s current community facility 
relations 
“Formally community facilities in 
Wellington are predominantly run 
by the local government staff or are 
contracted to Council, produced as a 
‘service-delivery model’. That is, local 
governments determine what these 
sites are capable of delivering and 
pay community providers to produce 
it for wider benefit. It is unusual to 
have a new group emerge to be jointly 
responsible for another asset in a 
suburban city location without financial 
benefit to the members”.

The Vogelmorn Group is majority made 
up of pākehā creative practitioners 
and artists, who have been involved in 
a long process to be able to formally 
own the building together in 2016.

The tools for commoning involve 
experience of shared history through 
social practices such as, artistic 
expression, of the unused spaces as 
well as the shared decision-making. 
Loomio, an online open source 
software was and is still being used as 
a decision-making tool to help cater 
for the non-hierarchical system and 
management. The online tool allows for 
developing new discussions in regards 
to the space online. Community group 
meetings are held every month, which 
are open to anyone and encourages 
new comers and uses of the space 
for continuous development with the 
community. 

The space works as a series of 
simultaneous activities from a working 
theatre company, a hang out space 
for children and parents, a space for 
community dinners and fundraising 
events, a possible café is being 
organised to create a space for people 
to meet and work in. The space allows 
for anyone to be able to apply online to 
rent space to work in with preference 
to non-for-profit and artists.

Jerram says the experiment and 
process expands the discussions of 
land governance in the country and 
“serves as a broad gesture toward 
dialogue and an offer of solidarity 
to communities wishing to exercise 
self-determination particularly around 
suburban land” (Jerram, 2019, p. 2).

 Fig 30, 31 & 32.  Voglemorn Community Commons Activities 
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There are existing urban tactics which 
demonstrate the process of commoning 
in more detail. These strategies include; 
Occupy Urbanism, Tactical Urbanism 
and Hybrid Urbanism practices. This 
section explores and breaks down 
Burak Pak’s (2016) analysis of different 
Guerrilla tactics with supporting 
examples over the world and in New 
Zealand. The different tactics will 
provide a more detailed stage on how 
one can do Guerrilla architecture. The 
tactics range from public to private, 
temporary to permanent, authored to 
anonymous, individual to collective, 
illegal to legal and unmediated to 
mediated. Pak (2016, p. 5) summarised 
that these guerrilla tactics are often 
started by grassroots collective action 
groups and urban design offices 
with the ambition to accommodate 
contemporary urban needs from 
the bottom up “in a responsive and 
informal manner”. 

Pak (2016) breaks down Urban 
Guerrilla methods into three different 
tactics:
•     Occupy Urbanism – A strategy where 
ordinary people reclaim urban spaces 
through self-organised, informal D-I-Y 
and temporary acts, which often have 
long-term impacts on society.
• Tactical Urbanism – A more 
organised tactic which combines top-
down and bottom-up methods through 
practices that use affordable, scalable 
and short-term interventions targeted 
at empowering ordinary people to take 
part in the shaping of their city.
• Hybrid Urbanism Practices – A 
mixture of the former two, establishing 
an intermixed combination made up of 
numerous different participants. 

Guerrilla 
tactics

The Occupy Urbanism tactic is where 
ordinary people reclaim urban spaces 
without the lead of an urban plan 
or authority, using various acts of 
commoning. This process being loosely 
or not organised at all relies on bottom 
up methods against privatisation 
of space and resources in the city, 
which can be seen as a constructive 
form of protest. The neoliberal policies 
of privatisation of “the common” in 
recent decades have inspired Occupy 
movements around the world, highly 
organised network via social media, 

Occupy Urbanism:
to contest the privatisation of urban 
spaces (Hardt and Negri, 2011). 
Occupy Urbanism can be summarised 
by the following:
1. Large scale gatherings of 
people from different backgrounds
2. Politically loaded site location
3. Activist motivations standing 
against neoliberal urban policies
4. Horizontal decision-making 
mechanisms
5. Creative spatial practices 

An example of this is the bottom-up 
Occupy Gezi Movement in Istanbul in 
2013, part of the ‘Arab Spring’ uprising 
via social media, where ordinary people 
reclaimed Gezi Park challenging the 
current political framework. Throughout 
the protest people established their 
own and new uses of the space. These 
included: a public library, distribution 
of donated water, free cell-phone 
charging station, collective vegetable 
gardens, health clinics, a live stream 
TV-media centre, an open-air hotel, 
children’s art workshop and more. 
These commoning activities had 
equitable use and access and were 
collaboratively managed. Pak (2016, 
p. 5) emphasises “reclaim[ing] the 

urban space through creation of novel 
and temporary urban commons” often 
leading to long-term impacts, such 
as, performances and informal social 
encounters. These then ignited space 
for political and social discussion and 
development, which created new 
cultures of acceptance and broad-
mindedness. 

Example:

 Fig 33.  Occupy Gezi Movement in Istanbul, June 2013 
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A current example in New Zealand 
is the land protest of Ihumātao, in 
Auckland. The protest is lead by Māori 
mana whenua (the right to manage 
tribal land) and supported by other 
New Zealanders with the mission 
to conserve and protect the land at 
Ihumātao first confiscated by the 
Crown, by reclaiming it and returning it 
to the iwi (local Māori tribes). The land is 
currently owned by Fletcher Building, a 
large New Zealand building company. 
The high-cost housing development 
plans by the construction company on 
land that are being challenged by the 
people of Aoetearoa to be returned to 
the iwi (Johnsen, 2019). 

The SOUL Campaign – Save our Unique 
Landscape, has been formed and is 
driving the process. The vision for the 
protests is for the land to be returned to 
mana whenua “to be held for the benefit 
of all the people of Aotearoa to enjoy 
as an open, green, historic reserve” 
(Protect-Ihumātao-Committee, 2020). 
This can be interpreted as an example 
of Occupy Urbanism, even though it is 
in a semi-rural context: the politically 
loaded site of Ihumātao, the large scale 
gathering of people from different 
backgrounds, the activist motivations 
standing against privatisation of land in 
New Zealand, the horizontal decision-
making mechanisms and creative 
practices that emerged through 
reclaiming the space. 

New Zealand Example:

Guerrilla 
tactics

These traditional and living Māori 
values towards guardianship of land 
should be integrated and contribute 
to the commoning theory and practice 
specifically in the New Zealand context. 

“We want a liveable city. We need 
places to breathe, to dream, to connect 
to our ancestors, and engage with our 
history. At Ihumātao we can do this” 
(Protect-Ihumātao-Committee, 2020).

The SOUL Campaign has set 
its own values of:
Kotahitanga (unity)

Manaakitanga (care for) 

Aroha (compassion) 

Kaitiakitanga (guardianship)

Rangimarie (peacefulness)

Whakapono (belief, trust)

Different to the previous tactic, Tactical 
Urbanism is a planned strategy by 
decentralised practices empowering 
ordinary people to take part in the 
shaping of the city. This is a short 
term, affordable and scalable strategy, 
combining top-down and bottom-
up methods. The Great Recession in 
2008 inspired urbanists, architects, 
activists and designers to shift and 
create low-cost and low-tech urban 
spaces, in response to the complex 
city governance, which is currently 
centralised, slow, expensive, top-
down and alienated from the people 
(Pak, 2016, p. 8). This strategy aims 
at quickly transforming and activating 
urban spaces into more lively and fun 
ones for everyone to participate in. This 
decentralised strategy “recognises 
the power-imbalance [in conventional 
practice] and aims to empower 
citizens” (Pak, 2016, p. 8). There are 
two facets of Tactical Urbanism, one is 
empowering ordinary people through 
the design process and two by the 
design product itself. 

Tactical Urbanism:

Guerrilla 
tactics

Rather than seeing these temporary 
installations as the final outcome of 
a project, most Tactical Urbanism 
strategies are a part of a developing 
process that continues to grow and 
flourish in ways that have not been 
planned, for example, changing the 
way a space is perceived and may be 
used after the temporary installation 
has been taken down. Iterations are 
important in different locations and 
contexts to see what works better or 
not and to understand the realities 
of municipal governance to make 
something more permanent. 

The project, Dance-O-Mat, (case 
study in Chapter 3) is a current running 
example in New Zealand. It has 
been designed by the decentralised 
practice, Gap Filler, to empower 
ordinary people to enjoy urban space 
through a design product. The low-
cost, fast and simple design is used 
temporarily, moving around different 
abandoned or underused spaces 
in Christchurch City. This initiative 
has brought a lot of pleasure and 
connection with the coming together of 
different people, enlivening and giving 
purpose to an otherwise dead space.
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Hybrid Urbanism is a strategy that 
combines both Occupy Urbanism 
and Tactical Urbanism. The combined 
method of informal commoning and 
organised action is shown by the 
example of Commons Josaphat in 
Brussels, Belgium. A large public 
space owned by the Brussels-Captial-
Region Government was to become 
a housing, industrial and business 
development, however, a group of 
locals, academics, activists and 
urbanists came together to form a 
commons space there, Commons 
Josaphat in 2012. Their aim was to give 
governing powers to the locals and all 
“people who have a stake in the future 
of this neighbourhood” (Commons 
Josaphat, 2015), bringing the decision 

Hybrid Urbanism:

Guerrilla 
tactics

making to the users and producers. 
The project uses a Tactical Urbanism 
approach through participatory action 
to define how the commons space 
would come into fruition as well as 
Occupy Urbanism as the planning 
does not limit any new activities. The 
strategy involved the construction of 
temporary structures, such as, urban 
collective garden, storage of relevant 
resources, BBQ and dining tables, 
foundations of a future shed.

The Vogelmorn Community Commons 
case study can be seen as a Hybrid 
Urbanism, as it also engages with 
Tactical Urbanism and Occupy 
Urbanism tactics.

 Fig 34.  The Occupation of Josaphat Site in Brussels by Commons Josaphat

commensality

This section explores the theme 
of commensality, the act of eating 
together, as a way of understanding 
how this specific social practice can 
be used as a commoning tool in urban 
space. The social practice can be a 
way to break social boundaries and 
democratise space. Morten Warmind 
and Suzanne Kerner (2015, p. 106) 
define the word of commensality 
as “the practice of coming together 
around a table to break both bread 
and boundaries.” The term comes from 
the Latin word ‘commenalis’, which 
combines the terms com (“together”) 
and mensa (“table”). 

Social practices can be used as 
activators or tools for designers and 
architects interested in adopting 
Tactical Urbanism and Hybrid 

“For commensality to exist there must 
be equal access to all foods. The 
reason we have societies is so that 
we can be better together than any 
individual member can be alone. So 
having a simple inclusive discussion of 
everything, which can be part of eating 
together, will improve everyone’s ability 
to make points and understand them” 
(Warmind & Kerner, 2015, p. 106). 
Commensality challenges the current 
status quo of the hierarchical city, the 
haves and have-nots of society, with 
the emphasis on inclusivity. The social 

Urbanism commoning strategies. 
Social practices allow for the shared 
and active opportunities to happen 
in urban spaces where everyone is 
welcome to create moments of a more 
inclusive city. The involvement of 
commensality has been experimented 
with in many design and art projects. 
These designers and artists have then 
developed and taken ideas forward 
into creating collaborative projects. 
Whereas, in architecture, there are few 
practices who use social practices, 
such as commensality, to create their 
architectural process and projects.

Commensality as a tool for commoning 
can be understood through the themes 
of: equality and hierarchy, sharing and 
societal importance.

practice of eating together can be used 
as a tool of conviviality to extend an 
open invitation to share an experience 
together in space and time. Warmind 
(2015, p. 106) emphasises the shift to a 
more inclusive society “eating together 
is one of the few social conventions 
that everyone takes part in, regardless 
of our backgrounds.” 

Equality and Hierarchy:
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commensality

The key idea of sharing in commensality 
can help develop connection within 
the city. In the book ‘Commensality 
from everyday food to feast’, the term 
is defined as the “means [of] literally 
eating at the same table (mensa)… 
eating and drinking together in a 
common physical or social setting” 
(Kerner, Chou, & Warmind, 2015, p. 1). 
This physical sharing of urban space is 
crucial for the commoning setting. The 
everyday urban or public commensality 
in Western cities is mostly privatised 
and recreational, for example, sharing 
meals at cafes, restaurants or at a 
picnic exclusively with friends. The 
idea of urban commons combined with 

commensality is where the invitation is 
open to anyone and food and drink is 
provided in a variety of non-for-profit 
ways in a space that is accessible. 
This enhances social connectivity, 
inclusivity and breaks down existing 
social barriers and encourages social 
levelling. 
It is important for the space to be 
welcoming of all in “which the people 
act and exist within it as they develop 
a sense of belonging and ownership” 
and not exclusive territory” (Meroni, 
2014, p.14).

Sharing:

“Eating together certainly helps to 
create, strengthen and renegotiate the 
social relations and bonds…[and]… 
plays a large role in organising a society 
today – such as who invites whom, 
who sits next to whom.” (Warmind & 
Kerner, 2015, p. 107). Commensality is 
a social activity universally common to 
all cultures and “the essence of food 
and commensal acts are essential for 
the integration of a society” (Kerner, 

Chou, & Warmind, 2015, p. 1). The 
social activity can be an opposition 
to social inequality prevalent in our 
current neoliberal economy. This 
highlights the societal importance and 
necessity of commensality and the 
idea of togetherness which creates a 
fruitful and vibrant society. 

Societal Importance:
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Nomadic tables, 
if only a table

aim:
project:

practice: The Decorators
Nomadic Tables, Museum of 
London, 2017
To host commensality.
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The Decorators is a multidisciplinary design collective founded by Suzanne 
O’Connell, Xavi Llarch Font, Carolina Caicedo and Mariana Pestana. The 
Decorators have backgrounds in interior architecture, landscape architecture 
and psychology. Similarly to the practices looked at in Chapter 3, the collective 
explores their practice in the social urban dimension. “They employ a methodology 
that builds on the social and cultural makeup of a site to create new experiences 
that can prompt interaction or shape communal memory” (O’Connell, Font, 
Caicedo, & Pestana, 2020). Their projects aim at designing foundations for 
social interaction.

About Collective: 

Project: 
The project derived from the ideology of commensality highlighting the 
“fundamental of social activity, which creates and cements relationships” 
(O’Connell et al., 2020).  ‘The table’ used in many of their previous projects 
as “the prop that plays host to this commensality”, as a platform to “turn an 
individual into a collective (O’Connell et al., 2020). ‘If Only a Table’ became a 
tabletop without legs which only became a table through the collaboration of 
two or more people. The negotiation between the participants became a game, 
exploring balancing and supporting the table together to be able to share a meal 
together. 

 Fig 35.  Nomadic Tables Project Table Top , The Decorators 2017 

 Fig 36.  Nomadic Tables Project  - Group Carrying Table, The Decorators 2017 
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The dinner party

aim:
project:

Artist: Judy Chicago
The Dinner Table, Museum of 
Modern Art, San Francisco, 1979
Celebrate women’s history and 
accomplishments in a monumental art 
piece.
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The artist Judy Chicago over five years (1974-1979) coordinated more than 400 
volunteers to help create a feminist artwork as a tribute to prominent women 
throughout history. This was in the form of a monumental triangular table, 
measuring 48 feet on each side, with thirty-nine place settings and an additional 
999 names inscribed at its base. Intended to be installed in a darkened space, 
with each setting individually lit to create a feeling of a sacred space. This work 
was highly successful in engaging with people who had not been previously part 
of the art world. (Klein, 2018)

Project: 

 Fig 37.  The Dinner Party – Table Set, Judy Chicago  

 Fig 38.  The Dinner Party – Individual set places, Judy Chicago 
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where next?

In summary by using urban common practice as the overarching theory to inform 
what Guerrilla architecture can be, as an ever-evolving social practice, which 
is concerned with governance, ownership and shared resources in relation 
to creating a more inclusive city. The various Guerrilla Tactics of: Occupy 
Urbanism, Tactical Urbanism and Hybrid Urbanism demonstrate detailed 
strategies of how to do Guerrilla architecture in urban space. There are several 
emergent practices in the fields of urban design and architecture practising 
ways and creating urban commons around the world, revealing their relevance 
for the development of commoning in urban spaces. Social practices, such as, 
commensality have a lot to offer as tools in activating urban space to create 
shared pockets in the city. This will then help realise how architecture as a 
practice can take part in the action of democratising the city, from the range of 
ways discussed as regarding how to do Guerrilla Architecture in the existing 
time and context in Wellington, New Zealand.

?
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This chapter tests the theoretical framework 
proposed in this thesis through a series of 
experiments conducted in different urban spaces in 
Wellington. The commoning investigations combine 
creative collaboration, varying social practices 
with D-I-Y, affordable and quick Guerrilla tactics 
to develop my role as a Guerrilla Architect. These 
experiments refine an alternative approach to urban 
space and to architectural practice.

C h a pt e r  D e s c r i pt i o n :
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This chapter demonstrates the experimentation process that I posit 
is critical to putting commoning into action. It assets the need for 
architects and designers to move beyond old ways of seeing or 
doing and to address new ways of being. To achieve this, a series of 
experiments building on the theoretical framework were undertaken in 
a range of urban spaces in Wellington. The goal was to encourage the 
communal engagement of a number of social practices common to us 
all. Guided by the emergent theory of commoning – sharing a social 
practice in a public space –, this chapter illustrates and analyses four 
experiments developed specifically for this research. The aim of the 
experiments is to discover ways to BE a ‘Guerrilla Architect’; to learn, 
build and develop my own idea of what that role would look like and 
how it could be enacted in the existing context of Wellington. 

The inspiration for these experiments comes directly from the 
Guerrilla Girls and other practicing collaboratives that take pride in 
doing architecture differently. These include Gap Filler, Muf, Guerrilla 
Architects and The Decorators, all explored in Chapters 3 and 4. These 
practices have perhaps most importantly given me the confidence to 
dive into and maintain the trajectory to my adventure into Guerrilla-
ing – in Wellington. The chapter summarises these experiments and 
events chronologically and discusses my findings.

The experiments sought collaboration and encouraged fluid and 
responsive development as a means to support social activities that 
build relationships.  The higher-level aim was to reclaim public space 
as social and shared spaces through the collaborative engagement 
with everyday practices. The specific experiments undertaken 
involved shared eating, playing, art and dancing. These experiments 
were not always a success.

experiments
experiment 1

THE OUTDOOR BBQ

experiment 2
NEVER MIND THE BOLLARD

experiment 3
POP UP ZUMBA

experiment 4
ART UNDER THE PAVILION
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experiment 1
THE OUTDOOR BBQ

AIM:
LOCATION:

SOCIAL PRACTICE:

To quickly and cheaply cook a meal 
collaboratively in a public space.

Cobble Stone Park, Te Aro, Wellington
Cooking/Eating 
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BACKGROUND:

reflection:

This experiment was orientated around the theory of commensality. Using 
commensality as a way to explore Guerrilla practice, I focused on the park outside 
the University Campus, a popular location where students and locals bring their 
lunch to eat. Together with a group of friends, I transformed a footpath alleyway 
in the park into a cooking and eating space, adding a BBQ, music and food to 
share the space. Throughout the experiment a couple of visitors engaged with 
the activity and joined our lunch, sharing the food together. Several bystanders 
were interested in the activity and were welcomed through conversation and 
the sharing of food. The temporary ‘architecture’ played the role of facilitating 
an engagement and connection between the participants and bystanders. In 
this case, the BBQ object, the act of public cooking and sharing the food and 
space with several different actors created an inclusive atmosphere, making 
it a more fun and a lively place of social interaction. As the activity was free, 
there was no monetary exchange charged for sharing the food together for all 
the participants, the focus was shifted off the object as value to the activity of 
sharing as value. On a broader scale, this experiment suggests that the creation 
of urban public spaces should incorporate free social activities to share, such 
as, communal kitchens, as a way to encourage organic sharing and connection. 

The experiment created a more lively and inclusive atmosphere through 
establishing collaborator and visitor relationships. It helped uncover the 
importance and relationship between invitation and the social activity. Through 
commoning in the space, the experiment was able to break existing social 
boundaries and transform the park into a more democratic space, where people 
felt comfortable to engage and share the space together with strangers. In a 
broader reflection the experiment challenges the current capitalist economically 
driven city, by testing free social practices in urban spaces. 

experiment 1
THE OUTDOOR BBQ
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AIM:
LOCATION:

SOCIAL PRACTICE:

To develop the ideology of commensality as a 
tool for commoning. 

Leeds Street, Te Aro, Wellington
Eating 

NEVER MIND THE BOLLARD
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description:
This project was inspired by the case study ‘Nomad Tables, If Only a Table’ 
mentioned in Chapter 4, using a tabletop as a physical tool to facilitate 
commensality. The finger-jointed timber plank (600x1800x20mm) was purchased 
from Bunnings Hardware Store and modified at the Vincent’s Art Workshop. This 
is a collaborative space, free to the public and mimics ‘maker space’ values 
that now occupy the D-I-Y, democratised craft space in many communities 
globally. I was fortunate enough to work in their wood workshop and learn how 
to use a several power tools to make the tabletop to use for the experiment. With 
the help from a friend, we shaped 6 rectangular holes into the timber to create 
comfortable handles enabling us to carry the tabletop collaboratively. 
Never Mind the Bollard extended experiment 1, transforming spatial boundaries 
into places of connection and developed the idea of sharing public space 
through the act of eating together. 
Using bollards – designed as physical barriers – as spaces to engage rather than 
separate. Bringing together a diverse collective of friends, ranging in ethnicity, 
age and background, to collaborate. We met outside a local Ethiopian Restaurant 
off Cuba Street, where the nomad tabletop played the role of connecting the 
collaborators, together as one, holding and balancing the pre-ordered meal. 
The guests became the legs of the table, holding the handles crafted into the 
wooden surface. 
Together we walked our dining group to Leeds Street alleyway, where we 
balanced the tabletop on two bollards, which became the new legs for our 
table. The alleyway is a popular thoroughfare, with several bars and cafes along 
it. Currently commensal acts in public space, without a monetary exchange, 
are limited in Wellington to barbeques and picnics in parks. This experiment 
demonstrated another way to share the act of commensality in a public space 
conventionally limited to private indoor businesses. Through taking the bollards 
and subverting their purpose we reclaimed the public space, transforming 
them from barriers into props on which we connected, shared and enjoyed the 
company and the space.
The project was purposely aimed to be a loose and flexible experience for the 
collaborators to get to know each other and reflect on their time mingling and 
using urban space differently. It accommodated for a comfortable atmosphere 
and captured the organic relationships between the people, movements and 
space. We recorded our thoughts and discussions between the relationship of 
commensality and reclaiming public space on a paper tablecloth.  

NEVER MIND THE BOLLARD

f r e e t h e b o l l a r d s
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the 2 bollards
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V i n c e n t ' s

A r t

W o r k s h o p
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L e e d s S t r e e t
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i n v i t a t i o n e x p e r i m e n t map
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t a b l e
“Feel a part of something”

“A sense of belonging, comfort and home”
“A meal is a conversation of its own”

“A sense of celebration between people”
“A party that everyone is invited to”

“Shared universal experience”
“Sharing food, time and space”
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reflection:
The experiment demonstrated commoning through the performative and 
collaborative process. Sharing the responsibility of safely transporting the food 
while conversing and supporting each other in combination with the act of eating 
together created and developed the bonds between the various collaborators. 
In the previous experiment, ‘The Outdoor BBQ’, the relationships between 
collaborators were not as extensive, as the experiment lacked engagement in 
the form of activity and performance: there was no central prop to physically 
connect and participate with. This is important because it highlights to role of the 
‘architecture’ (the designed object) in making the second experiment a success. 
For this experiment the cooking itself was not important, rather the journey of 
moving ourselves and table from the restaurant to the bollards together, then 
eating and sharing the experience. The absence of chairs did not take away 
from the experience.

Being an active participant was fundamental to the commoning process. The 
presence of the activity physically transformed the space, with the added 
table, food and people in the alleyway, but also created a welcoming, shared 
and connected atmosphere. The experiment developed its own narrative, 
experienced through actively being present during the social activity. Feedback 
from the guests showed it was a playful, warm and lively social project. All the 
collaborators said they would be happy to join again; one saying that it should 
be a monthly event.  

There was a lot of organisation and preparation to run this experiment with a 
limited amount of resources. Financially this would not be a feasible approach 
on an ongoing basis, as I paid for the material for the table and food, however, 
a koha (donation) based collaboration would make this affordable as a regular 
activity. The experiment poses the questions – why is urban commoning through 
commensality uncommon in public spaces, such as, alleyways? Is there a need 
for a cultural shift in the way we use and approach urban spaces? How can we 
expand our existing social groups to include others outside of them?
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POP UP ZUMBA

AIM:
LOCATION:

SOCIAL PRACTICE:

To activate the public space for a collaborative 
use through dance.

Band Rotunda, Oriental Parade, Wellington
Dance
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description:
The PopUp Zumba experiment tested the social activity of dance in a semi-
abandoned public space, on top of the Wellington Band Rotunda at Oriental 
Bay. The original use of the building built in 1919 was for free public musical 
performances. It was later transformed into a private space as a restaurant, with 
roof access overlooking Oriental Bay beach open to the public. In 2012, the 
restaurant was permanently shut down in due to the presence of asbestos. The 
context of the site is relevant as the future development and use of the building 
has been in public conversation. This includes a recent international concept 
design competition as well as developers interest in re-privatising the space. 
Taking a Guerrilla stance, the aim of the experiment was to activate the currently 
underutilised public space, exploring the potentiality of the site as it is.

This experiment differed from the others, as the activity was open for anyone to 
join in and occurred multiple times in the space. The experiment was held five 
consecutive Sunday afternoons at 4pm, varying from 10 – 30 participants. The 
one important and essential prop used was a portable sound system to share 
the music, which allowed for the music to be heard by everyone, notwithstanding 
a windy and outdoor location. The free classes were advertised through social 
media platforms, such as Facebook and by word-of-mouth before the events. 
People then met at the top of the building and participated in the Zumba classes. 
Other onlookers were attracted by the music and a group of people dancing in 
the space; this led some to participate and or observe the social practice. Small 
groups often lingered after the classes, interacting with one another and leading 
to further use of the space. The experiment prompted a collaborative communal 
use, activating the space through a method of commoning and developed 
into a subsequent salsa social after each Zumba class, organised by a friend, 
encouraging the Salsa community to use the space in a similar way. 

POP UP ZUMBA
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reflection:
Overall the experiment successfully activated the public space through engaging 
with a mix of participants and observers creating different crowds each time. The 
base collective of attendants, previous students and friends, played an important 
role in creating a core group to start the social practice, encouraging the public 
to join in. The larger the group, the less intimidating it was for others to join in. 
The classes ranged from 15 – 30 people and a crowd greater than 15 people 
often watched the class. The experiment played out as a public performance, 
the observers of the dancing crowd playing the role of the audience and the 
collective participants as the performers. The large number of people showed 
how the social activity drastically activated and increased the use of the public 
space, which usually would be empty during most of the week and mainly used 
by individuals. Through casual conversation after the classes many participants 
mentioned that they did not know this site was accessible at all.

This experiment demonstrated that the social practice of dance is a useful tool 
for bringing a diverse group of people together and activating a space. People 
seemed to find dancing in a group comfortable to connect with and engage in, 
making the social practice a successful way of enacting commoning. Although, 
dancing does not directly create social connections between individuals, in this 
case it formed a feeling of communal and collective connection, where people 
felt comfortable mingling and expressing themselves in an open public space. 
This particular experiment showed the common desire to act as a collective in 
outdoor urban spaces, which currently are usually limited to indoor use in private 
spaces or community centres. The PopUp Zumba was the easiest experiment to 
organise as it involved minimal preparation and management and only needed 
one prop, the speakers, which were provided by a friend. The advertisement 
for the experiment was facilitated through social media platforms, working 
successfully to engage with the general public as well as current students. 
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AIM:
LOCATION:

SOCIAL PRACTICE:

To use a new architectural social pavilion, to 
Guerrillerfy. 

Kumutoto Site, Waterfront, Wellington
Art

ART UNDER THE PAVILION



description:
This experiment reclaimed an architecturally designed public space through 
a collaborative Guerrilla art project. The North Kumutoto site is located on the 
Wellington waterfront and is part of a Wellington City Council staged development. 
The key principles for open space in the particular site listed in the Council’s 
2012 Design Brief were:
(W.C.C., 2012) 
- Public spaces should be easily accessed by all and support uses that 
can contribute to the vitality, safety, recreational potential, shelter, comfort and 
social inclusiveness of the waterfront.
- Diversity of use will support diversity of opportunity, of occupation, and 
extended use of the waterfront.
- Successful public spaces are characterised by spatial definition, sunshine, 
areas of shelter, activity around the edges, views in and out and connection 
with other space. They usually contain a feature or focal point that gives them a 
distinctive character.
- Public spaces that are flexible in design allow for multiple and changing 
activities. Often these activities are unforeseen. Possible activities include all 
those typically seen in city streets and open spaces and might also include 
performance art, children’s play, vending, public meetings, fishing, picnicking, 
rollerblading and any other waterfront recreational events.
- Public spaces that are responsive to changes in use are desirable to 
ensure continued activity and vitality on the waterfront. 

While the brief allows for the potential for Guerrilla architecture principles and 
practices to unfold in the site, the final design does not encourage ordinary 
people to engage and reshape the waterfront environment. The architectural 
design outcome by a local firm, Isthmus Group, incorporated three main 
physical elements: a main pavilion shelter constructed of folded-timber, a large 
permanent rectangular concrete table with steel seats and an angled deck 
space leading to the water’s edge. One of the architects involved described the 
design as a “potential of uniting architecture and landscape under a common 
design philosophy…When it is windy, it is windy. When it is wet, it is wet. When 
we design public space, it’s about embracing the elements” (IdeaLog, 2019). As 
his description notes, the space gives no protection from the weather conditions 
to users, essentially not differentiating it from a park with an ornamental art piece. 
Taking a Guerrilla stance to public space, I believe the design lacks social and 
contextual sensibility. The decision to have a perforated shelter disregarded 
the use of the space in uncomfortable weather conditions on the Wellington 

ART UNDER THE PAVILION

waterfront, which the city is renowned for. This example highlights how traditional 
architectural designs often celebrates and prioritises the object rather than the 
function of the space and its users. 

The Guerrilla architect experiment challenged this design by giving focus to the 
table underneath the shelter (which was not talked about by the architects when 
describing the design) to question the limitations to the use of this public space 
and who it was being designed for. As a group we reclaimed the architectural 
pavilion space, using the concrete table, usually used individually by workers on 
their lunch break or tourists, and transformed it into a commoning space through 
the creation of a collaborative art work activity. A large white sheet was placed 
over the table for the group to draw and paint on. Each participant personalised 
their own gorilla mask and wore it during the experiment to explore the idea of 
anonymity in public space and encourage expression and performance. The 
participants spread themselves around the sheet and over time developed the 
art piece in an organic form. There were no rules or expectations during the 
project, everyone was free to express and use the space as they pleased. 
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reflection:
During the start of the experiment participants felt uncomfortable reclaiming the 
space, stating that it felt subversive to use the space with a function that seems 
different from the intended use. However, wearing the gorilla masks, helped to 
challenge and use the space in an unusual way, which built the sensation of a 
graffiti gang performing on a street art exhibition. Through the collaborate art 
creation the space transformed into a more dynamic and social one, creating a 
new connection between the group and the space occupied. This experiment 
highlighted how conventional architectural design prioritises the object and 
neglects the function and context of a setting. In this case, the architects did 
not prioritise or encourage inclusive practice allowing for a greater range of 
collaborative activities and dismissed the weather conditions for a monumental 
and visual solution. Even though the experiment showed that the space can be 
used with a Guerrilla approach, it does not seemed welcomed or encouraged. 
While this experiment encouraged observers and interactions with members of 
the public, this collaboration was limited due to the thesis ethics regulations, 
making it difficult to invite ‘strangers’ into the shared activity.
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In summary, the series of temporary Guerrilla 
experiments, focused on different social 
practices as tools to challenge perceived rules 
and social norms in existing public spaces. 
They demonstrated a more fluid and organic 
architectural approach; engaging, learning, 
listening and responding to the context. The 
experiments helped realise how architecture 
can become more accessible and inclusive 
through sharing the experimental process with 
ordinary people. The chapter explored how, 
architecture as a practice, can engage with 
the everyday situations, shifting into a more 
creative collaboration. The experiments created 
unique experiences, which uncovered valuable 
conversations and existing contextual desires 
towards shared space.

l e a r n i n g s

The different social activities catered for 
different connections and levels of intimacies, 
for example, commensality created more 
intimate relations, whereas dancing catered for 
larger collectives. Using existing public spaces 
as a base to experiment in, demonstrated the 
unique opportunities each urban environment 
accommodated for. The Guerrilla approach can 
be seen as recycling existing public spaces 
with the ambition to create common space. 
The key learning was that the commoning 
process can only be experienced through active 
participation, by being a participator, an actor.
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This chapter combines theoretical research with 
experimentation to explore what it means to do 
Guerrilla Architecture in Wellington. The experiments 
demonstrate a variety of urban spaces chosen 
as sites for Guerrilla architecture. I chose the 
Band Rotunda building on Oriental Parade to 
‘Guerrillafy’ because of its significant context, history 
and potentiality of transforming it into an urban 
commons. What if the Band Rotunda building was to 
be renovated by Guerrilla architects? 

C h a pt e r  D e s c r i pt i o n :

 Fig 39.  Current Band Rotunda, Oriental Parade
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In 1919 a timber band rotunda was 
erected on a reclaimed platform at 
Oriental Bay, where free public musical 
performances were held. In 1936 the 
Wellington City Council Engineer’s 
Department designed and constructed 
a new reinforced concrete band 
rotunda building. No specific designer 
was identified. The building remained 
used for musical performances in its 
first few decades but this use later 
declined and changing rooms were 
added. In the 1970s new uses for the 
space were considered and it was 
decided to convert the interior of the 
building into a restaurant. In 1981 a 
new roof designed by Hunt Comeskey 
and Scott architects over the existing 
rotunda was built and created the 
public space existing now. The area 
that was previously occupied by the 
changing rooms became a meeting 
room for local residents and an art 
gallery (W.C.C., Band Rotunda, 2016).

Band rotunda
History & Site

Band Rotunda History:

Band Rotunda Site:
The Band Rotunda building sits on 
the water’s edge of Oriental Parade, 
overlooking Wellington’s city beach. 
It is a north facing building with 
panoramic views of Wellington harbour, 
with its southern side sheltered by 
Mount Victoria. Currently there are 
two symmetrical stairs leading up to 
a public space on the circular roof of 
the Band Rotunda, which is made up 
of three layered platforms, creating 
a stage like atmosphere. There are 
several benches facing outwards to the 
sea around the exterior. The interior of 
the site is currently not accessible and 
closed due to asbestos found in 2012 
and later discovered seismic issues. 
However, the furniture such as, several 
chairs and tables still remain inside, 
giving a feeling of abandonment. 

 Fig 41.  Old Wooden Band Rotunda, Oriental Parade, 1930s

 Fig 40.  Old Wooden Band Rotunda, Oriental Parade, 1932

 Fig 42.  Replaced Concrete Rotunda, Oriental Parade, early 1950’s



Current Band Rotunda 
Context:

The current Band Rotunda building has 
been known as a waterfront landmark 
since its completion in 1938. In 2012 
the restaurant occupying the building 
was closed and since then the site has 
been waiting for renovation. During this 
time, an international ideas competition 
was held to re-design Oriental Bay’s 
‘disused’ site. The competition was 
run by design educators' association 
(ADEDU), which drew entries from 
South Korea, Poland and Argentina, 
with the winning entry from Russia. The 
winning design, “Wellington Wave” by 
architect Stanislaw Michalowski along 
with the winning second and third 
designs demonstrates the traditionally 
praised high-tech and expensive 
architectural building outcome. The 
winning team describes their project 
as "grow[ing] from the shore. All 
movement around, inside and through 
the building is fluid and not constrained 

Band rotunda
Context

by sharp corners and visual barriers" 
(Desmarais, 2019). All the concepts 
are monumental art pieces prioritising 
form and circulation.  
In 2019 the Wellington City Council 
accepted a redevelopment proposal 
of the building from Cheops Holdings. 
The developer aims to strengthen and 
upgrade the building, maintaining the 
roof of the building as a public space 
and privatise the interior, with a local 
hospitality business (Woolf, 2019). 

The two approaches to revitalising 
the site, the competition and the 
developer’s proposal are similar as 
they incorporate designated spaces, 
gallery or restaurant spaces with 
incorporated public space, without an 
inclusive and collaborative process 
with the existing community.

 Fig 44.  Winning Design “Wellington Wave” By Stanislaw Michalowski

 Fig 43.  Redevelopment proposal for the Band Rotunda from Cheops Holdings

 Fig 45.  Second Place “The Loop” By by Gaston Parrol, Agustin Ruival & Federico Masoni

 Fig 46.  Third Place “Creative Ripples” Simon Stroyer Glarborg and Jonas Swienty Andresen
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Band rotunda
guerrilla proposition

Taking a Guerrilla approach to the 
building, the idea was to transform the 
space back into its original function 
of a Band Rotunda performance 
space, open for everyone’s enjoyment. 
Using Guerrilla methods this section 
investigates reclaiming the space 
in different scales (temporary to 
non temporary, legal to illegal, less 
expensive to more expensive) and 
Guerrilla tactics, showing a progressive 
and organic process of a Guerrilla 
architecture approach, all focused 
on the idea of commoning, sharing 
a social practice together in public 
space. 

Guerrilla Architect Response:

I have chosen to visualise the 
chapter through a series of three 
zines. A zine can be described as 
a handwritten, collaged and punk 
presentation encouraging personal 
connection between the ‘designer’ 
and the readers as well as portraying 
shared knowledge rather than seeking 
profit. This is to emphasise Guerrilla 
Architecture as: a practice of an 
evolving process rather than a final 
designed outcome, to demonstrate 
that there is no ending to this research 
narrative, rather highlighting the verb 
of doing architecture collaboratively 
with community and visually reflecting 
the ‘do-it-yourself’ philosophy, while 
proposing an alternative way to the 
traditional conventions of visualising 
architectural projects and research. 

ZINE 1 – GUERRILLA ARCHITECTURE

‘Guerrilla Architecture’, sets the 
scene of how to be and do Guerrilla 
Architecture. It briefly depicts what 
urban spaces in the city can be 
Guerrillafied and introduces the WHAT 
IF scenario:
What if we were to transform the Band 
Rotunda building back into its original 
use of a performance space for 
everyone’s enjoyment; Guerrilla Style?

zine 1  

zine 2 

ZINE 2 – 24 HOURS = OCCUPY URBAN-
ISM

‘24 Hours’ approaches a quick, 
temporal, cheap and short term tactic 
with in a 24 hour event. The tactic 
uses the idea of transforming the 
Band Rotunda public space into a 
performance space in a B-Y-O (bring 
your own) and D-I-Y (do it yourself) 
manner. It questions how the space 
can be transformed as it is, with no 
big intervention needed, but rather a 
collaborative energy of reclaiming the 
space by ordinary people. The zine 
shows how the space can be activated 
with small furniture additions, inspired 
by the ‘Nomad Furniture’ an inclusive 
design manual, to enliven the forgotten 
public space. The book presents 
hand drawn and written descriptions 
and drawings for creating a range of 
affordable D-I-Y furniture (Hennessey 
& Papanek, 1973). 

zine 3

ZINE 3 – HYBRID URBANISM (Occupy 
urbanism + Tactical Urbanism)

‘Hybrid Urbanism’ combines the idea 
of informal and more organised ways 
of urban commoning. The zine shows 
the opportunity for a Gap Filler type 
practice to reclaim the site with semi-
permanent structures to empower 
ordinary people to collaborate and 
take part in the reshaping and use of 
the urban space, breaking away from 
the prescribed architectural version. 
The Guerrilla interventions included the 
Groove Space, Pulley Shelter, Living 
box and Interactive Wall.
The Groove System, a public sound 
system idea taken from Gap Filler’s 
‘Dance-O-Mat’ project in Christchurch 
which successfully engages ordinary 
people with the social activity of dance 
in underutilised urban spaces. In this 
case, the installation becomes the 
central part of the renovated Band 
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Rotunda, returning its focus back 
into a performance space. The Pulley 
Shelter, becomes the structure of the 
sound system and acts as a temporary 
roof, in order to cater for different 
weather conditions. It purposefully 
remains low-tech, with a retractable 
sail like system to encourage people 
to use it. The Living Box, inspired by 
Allan Wexler’s ‘Crate House’ project 
in 1990 exploring the basic domestic 
needs in an eight-foot cube, with the 
functions of a public kitchen, library 
and storage space with constructible 
chairs and tables (Wexler, 2013). The 
flexible use and different functions 
of the installation encourage and 
suggest possible activities, ideally 
chosen by the collaborators and 
open for further development. The 
space then encourages people to use 
the it as if it was their own home in a 
unique public setting, for example, the 
social practice of commensality to be 
explored collaboratively with different 
members of the public. The last 
installation included an interactive wall, 
located on the street facing façade, 
which advertises local performances 
in the space and encourages people 
to advertise local community events, 
like a large community pin board. 

Zine 3 presents a further opportunity 
to reclaim the whole building, 
transforming the ex-restaurant space 
into an urban commons space, similar 
to the Voglemorn case study explored 
in chapter 4. It presents a collective 
of people, from professionals and 
volunteers commissioned or not to take 
care of the space with the community, 
rather than privatising the space. The 
idea of the interior being reoccupied 
by a community group in collaboration 
with the Guerrilla practice allows a 
more developed urban commons 
ideology, where the users become the 
makers of the space.

In a ‘real’ situation, the process of 
choosing the site as well as Guerrilla 
add-on designs for the Band Rotunda 
could be an inclusive and collaborative 
one, where the collaborators and 
ordinary people would be engaged 
throughout the whole process and 
involved in developing their desires. 

Band rotunda

Zine Series 

guerrilla proposition
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answering to

1

2

3

Define Key Values and Collective - Who you are:
In order to undertake Guerrilla tactics, this thesis asserts you need to ‘be’ Guerrilla. 
It is crucial to define the key values, approach and establish the right collective 
of people. Together these create the core foundation of the Guerrilla practice. 
These values and ambitions should work towards an inclusive practice and 
approach the city as an opportunity for shared resources. The key values include: 
Collaboration & Relationships, Participation, Creative Process, Experimentation 
and Resourcefulness.

Experiment in the City - How you do:
Moving away from the architect assuming the best solution and making decisions 
on behalf of the community, stage two actively engages Guerrilla architects with 
ordinary people in urban spaces to uncover citizen desires and tensions. This can 
be realised through commoning, actively experimenting in existing spaces in the 
city, undertaking temporary, fast and affordable investigative experiments using 
social practices as tools to collaboratively share. 

Ever inclusive process - How to maintain:
Maintaining a Guerrilla approach throughout the whole lifecycle, is key, from 
the platform values to the ever developing process. Guerrilla architecture does 
not focus on creating a final outcome, but sees the commoning process as the 
architecture itself. Guerrilla architecture is able to grow, be flexible and inclusive 
to all members of the public, and to be able to shift, develop and reshape with 
society over time. Guerrilla architecture empowers ordinary people to be part of 
moulding their own environment, creating their own connection, relationship and 
significance to the city. 

As an alternative approach to conventional architectural practice, in an attempt 
to shift architecture to be more inclusive and collaborative, less exclusive and 
prescribed, I have summarised the three main Guerrilla stages in chronological 
order in response to the research question – How can Guerrilla tactics transform 
public spaces into urban commoning spaces?

Stage 1 addresses ‘how to be a guerrilla architect?’ and stage 2 and 3 respond to 
‘how to do guerrilla architecture?’. 

Acknowledging the mainstream architectural profession as an exclusive and 
rigid in practice emphasises the need to shift into a more inclusive profession, 
reorientating to a more democratic form of practice. In summary Guerrilla 
architecture is a more inclusive and collaborative alternative to conventional 
architectural practice. Guerrilla practice redefines the role of the architect to 
be working with ordinary people, rather than for, to seek to democratise space. 
Moving away from an exclusive and prescribed practice with private or specific 
clients, the different approach allows for the profession to be more accessible 
and approachable by directly connecting with members of the public. The 
practice demonstrates that successful architecture does not have to be defined 
by buildings, such as, high-tech skyscrapers, but can also be an experimental 
collaborative process full of different actors and collaborators working together. 
Architecture can be ‘invisible’, small and temporary and simultaneously add to 
the larger political conversation of urban justice. Architecture itself cannot solve 
the privatisation of our cities, but can shift its role to respond and challenge the 
current unequal power relations, governance and shared resources through 
listening and working with all members of the public. 

Guerrilla tactics, such as, Occupy Urbanism, Tactical Urbanism and Hybrid 
Urbanism Practices can be used by ordinary people along side practices to 
collaboratively transform existing public spaces into common urban ones. Finding 
opportunity in neglected spaces in the city is a crucial part of Guerrilla practice. 
The in-between, abandoned and underutilised urban spaces can be seen as areas 
to enliven and activate through urban commoning. Often only small, affordable, 
quick and temporary installations are needed to renovate the space into a fruitful 
shared and inclusive atmosphere. At first glance the term ‘Guerrilla architecture’ 
can seem subversive, but the underlying approach and process demonstrates a 
democratisation of the conventional architectural practice and values. 

Smruti Jukur Johari, an urban planner, who re-evaluated her architectural training 
by using an inclusive practice and understanding it as one that works with residents 
rather than around them, aimed at together creating cities that are truly shared, 
not only for the wealthy, profit and business:

“The idea here is that when poor people choose, they choose better. They choose 
what works for them. So choice is everything. And power decides choice. And we 
need those in power – politicians, leaders, governments, architects, planners, 
institutions, researchers – and all of us in our everyday lives to respect choices. 
Instead of choosing what is right for people, for the poor, let’s acknowledge and 
empower their choices. And that is how we can build better and inclusive cities for 
tomorrow, completing the imagery of cities built by the choices of its own people” 
– (Johari, 2019)
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There were several limitations that hindered the full potential of the exploration of 
Guerrilla architecture. The overall thesis structure caters for a more individual and 
prescribed process rather than a collaborative Guerrilla method. The constraints 
imposed by the university’s ethics application system limited the collaboration 
with ‘ordinary’ people during the experimental process and throughout the 
research project. The experiments were not able to happen as organically as 
Guerrilla architecture would in reality. During the research, I also encountered 
constraints within the institution of the university ‘School of Architecture’, that 
challenged and limited my alternative approach. This could be because of a 
concern for provocative gestures and critique, for example, my initial Guerrilla 
posters experiment at the architecture school that were removed. 

My research was in conflict with the conventional understanding of successful 
architecture as a high-tech, permanent, finished and polished ‘object’. This 
understanding of architecture on one hand creates a competitive egocentric 
elitism, and on the other, acts to disconnect architecture from its context, this 
results in architecture being alienated from a large part of society. My experience 
tells me that architectural training proliferates this approach and attitude, and 
creates a barrier for the acceptance of Guerrilla architecture as valued and 
successful architecture. While Guerrilla architecture is easy to understand, it was 
harder to accept as a legitimate architectural approach, Guerrilla architecture 
is more subtle, experimental, affordable, people and planet centric. Guerrilla 
architecture challenges architects to understand context and listen to people. 
These guide an organic direction and are not outcome driven.

The decision to have a zine series as the designed ‘outcome’ of the thesis was 
deliberate. The risk was, being unfinished, unpolished and open for further 
development and interpretation could be seen as unresolved. My aim was 
to understand and demonstrate a different, more democratic and inclusive 
architectural practice and the risk was worth taking.

This research demonstrates that Guerrilla architecture as a vehicle for my own 
feminist career has enabled me to recreate and redefine my role as an architect 
that uses Guerrilla architecture to explore democracy, equality and inclusivity 
as an agent of change. This research has questioned, unlearned and relearned 
architectural practice and its role in society. The essential learning is to approach 
architecture as a verb, rather than a noun. By defining architecture as a fluid 
and inclusive process with no predetermined outcome, I am able to embrace 
becoming an architect, a Guerrilla architect. Understanding architecture as a 
process responding to the contextual, social and political situations, intertwined 
with everyday life, activities and people. This research confirmed how one can 
become a Guerrilla architect now, with what one has at hand, quickly and affordably. 
The key approach is to see the city as a place full of opportunities for shared 
resources and spaces, to recycle, reclaim, re-adapt and activate. A large part of 
this approach is networking, experimenting, managing and organising platforms to 
share from. The opportunities Guerrilla architecture offers, architectural process, 
practice and education are bountiful. 

LIMITATIONS
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